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Hanger Field: And let there be lights
riyPam Logo*
New. «Htor

The state hee approved a $1.5
million renovation project for the
university's Robert
Begley
Building, which will include the
placeman! of lights on Hanger Field.
Don Combe, atbletic director at
the uni varsity, aaid the renovation
project would include putting new
eeata in the stadium, improving the
concessions area, repairing the
heating and air easa»lsMaM in the

building and repairing the handball
courts.
He said it would also entail
remodeling the dressing areas of
both the home and visiting teams,
painting ami aashjsjg the building
more arrooafbls to the handicapped.
Combs said he was not sore the
building was accessible to the handicapped because of the steepness of
the ramps that lead to the upper
levels.
Combs said making the building

ecceeefbls to handicapped people
may be the top priority because it
is federal law that such s building
be accessible.

know how many of them will be
night games," Combs said
University President Hanly
Funderburk said he felt the night
football games would be a feasible
The work on the building is ex- idee becauas ft would help avoid
pected to be done by Aug. 1,1987, conflicts with other events such as
which will make the night football U.K. games and event, at
games a possibility for the 1987
Keeneland which students or faculty may wish to attend as well
"I don't know how often we will
When asked if he feared any
have night games. We have five or escurity problem, st night football
six boms games s year and I don't games, Funderburk said he didn't

think there would be much need to
use extra security people.
Russell L Bogus, dean of the College of Hearth. Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletic., said be
fait the renovation of the Begley
Building would benefit everyone
and was long overdue.
When asked how he liked the idea
of night football games, Bogue .aid.
"It depend, on what you've grown
up around. I grew up around night
football and I like it."

Head football coach Roy Kidd
said he prafsrred day games to night
game..'With night game, you have
a long wait and more pressure
builds up." he aaid
Both Combe and Kidd agreed
that night games would probably increase the number of people atten
ding the games "We would get
more people from town and encourage more people to get involved and that would be great." Kidd
said.

School gets
41.7o/o hike
in donations

Dippity-dog

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Charles Mortensen. 25, a graduate student in geology from New
York, read the morning paper while his dog Tessa, a 3-year-old

Labrador retriever, cooled off in the fountain near the Chapel
of Meditation.

12,525 students registered

Enrollment figures increase
By Pern Logos
New. editor
Approximately 12,626 students
are expected to be enrolled in the
university whan final registration
figures are compiled.
This figure is an increase of 2.6
percent over last year's figures. In
the fall of 1986. 12,229 students
were enrolled, which was lees than
a two percent decrease over 1984
fall enrollment figures.
Student, are not officially enroll
ed until they have made arrangements to pay for classes,
which is part of the registration
process.
An. estimated 2,800 first-time,

full-time freshmen students have
enrolled in the university this
semester which represents an increase over last year.
James L. Grigsby, director of admissions, aaid of the total number
of freshmen enrolled for the fall
semester, about 26 or 30 percent will
not return for the spring semester.
Last year's freshmen enrollment
totaled 2,492. which waa the largest
in the state's universities.
The university's enrollment has
steadily increased over the last two
years.
Grigsby said he attributes this increase to the raised consciousness of
people in Kentucky concerning

higher education. "Going to college
is more important now," Grigsby
Grigsby said there have been increases in enrollment at other state
schools as well. He attributes part
of this to the higher adoration rally
held earlier this year.
Last February 6,000 advocates of
higher education took part in a rally bald at Frankfort's Civic Center
to show support for Governor Collins' proposed budget for higher
education in Kentucky.
University President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk said he was pleased
with the enrollment projections for
the fall semester and that universi-

ty officials will have more accurate
data after the university's extended programs registration ia completed next weak.
Grigsby said the university has
made attempts to attract more nontraditional students each as those
who work during the wisk and can
only attend on weekends or st night
and also those who return to school
after receiving then- general educational development."
Thia fall, the university is offering
many evening rlaasss and several
rlas.es on Saturday morning to accommodate students who can not
attend regularly-scheduled rlaaees.
(See FALL, Page A-9>

Grand jury issues citations
By Pun Logne
New. editor
Members of the Madison County
Grand Jury mads s second visit to
downtown bars Friday night issuing
subpoenas to nine customers, and
confiscating several fake I.D.'s.
This comes only a wsak after the
first such action waa taken in which
24 people were subpoenaed for being suspected of underage drinking
or of having knowledge of underage
A subpoena ia ■ citation to testify
under oath. Those subpoenaed will
be required to testify before the
grand jury concerning their
knowledge of underage drinking.
Once again grand jury members
were accompanied by the Commonwealth Attorney Thomas J.
Smith III and officer Robert Tudor
of the Richmond Police Department. Tudor was drssssd as s plain
clothes officer on Sept. 11, but waa
in uniform bast Friday night.
Several hers were visited Friday
night that weren't visited the week
before. Among the new bars visited
i J. Suttee's Mill. O'Riley s Pub

and Phone 3 Lounge. Tudor said he
felt there would have been more
citations issued had he not been in
uniform.
Tudor said while at the bars, the
grand jury members witnessed, "a
bloody fight, a topless dancer and
underage drinking."
Kentucky law states that anyone
over the age of 18 can enter s bar
but no one under 21 can be served
alcohoL
Most Richmond bars place a red
stamp on the hand of anyone under
21 who enters the bar to alert
bartenders that they can not be
served alcohol.
During the first visit five grand
jury members visited several bars,
Isjstsaasf, Talk of the Town, 1890s,
The Family Dog, Maverick Club
and Southern Inn Lounge.
Russell Lane, chief of police in
Richmond, said be felt it was important for the. grand jury to investigate undersge drinking
because they could get something
done shout it.
Last week Lane said he knew
nothing about the grand jury's plan

to visit the bars until Smith contacted him and requested an officer
to accompany the jury.
Lane said he hopes the investigation by the grand jury wiU cut down
on the number of people arrested for
ajaalail intoxication and also cut
down on underage drinking.
Several Richmond bar owners and
managers are concerned about the
effects the grand jury's actions will
have on their customers.
Robbie Robinson, owner of The
Family Dog. said he felt the grand
jury's actions would bring the
public's attention to the problem of
underage drinking in Richmond.
He Mid he had made attempts to
curtail the problem as much as
possible by hiring an extra bouncer
and an extra floor man. He also has
his staff check the stamps placed on
the hands of thoae who are
underage.
"It has definitely hurt businsss
and it will in the future," Robinson
said. "Some people are very easily
intimidated by it. It takes the edge
off the crowd and tones down

business s little bit," he said.
Robinson said «t Least two women
were issued citation, in his bar and
even ttumgti the commonwealth attorney explained that they would
only have to appeal m court and
were not actually being arrested,
"they became very upset and left in
tears."
Madison County has two grand
juries s year with each serving a
period of six months. Currant
members of the grand jury are: Paul
Baker, Betty Tipton Brown,
Franklin D. Chaney, Gail J. Cornbeat, Jeannie Davenport, Inez Farthing. JoAnn Remhert, Charles Puttest, Phillip M. Seyfrit, Dannie R.
Swops. Marshall J. Walker and
Eleanor Workman.
Three alternates are also chosen.
They are Melissa Gardener. Alice
Marie Saylor and Clauds K. Smith.
A hearing waa held by the grand
jury last Saturday and another one
will be held next month. Grand jury
hearings sre conducted in closed
sessions.

By Jenny Chambers
Staff writer
University statistics show private
donations to the university increased by 41.7 percent last year.
Dr. Jack Gibson, director of
University Development, said he
believes such increases will continue
during the coming years. "We expect that to hold true," he said.
"The formal development program
is very young."
The university's development
division, which deals specifically
with private giving from alumni and
others, began two years ago.
Gibson came to the university
from the University of Alabama to
take the reins of the then newly
started program.
"Development means just that,'
Gibson said. "The word itself is
defined by Webster's ss causing
someone to grow. What we're trying to cause to grow is annual giving to thia university from the
public sector."
Gibson ssid the university
receives private donations from
alumni and "other friends." He
defines friends ss "people who have
an appreciation for education as a
method to improve the social good "
"Our basic objective would be to
create an environment for giving,"

Gibson said. "Involvement leads to
commitment which lesds to sup
port."
The development director ssid
three private fund sources exist for
the university.
These sources include individuals
corporations and foundations, with
the strongest source being
individuals.
Alumni, in addition to other
friends, comprise the individual
group, according to Gibson.
Some donatora also give real and
personal property or equipment "A
lot of the more significant gifts are
what I call deferred gifts. Gibson
said "Those are not the kinds of
things you hear about because they
are very private matters."
(See SCHOOL, Page A-91
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Planetarium suit
still unresolved

By Terri Marti.
the university by whatever means
Editor
nso—sry, inrinding but not limited
Eight years after the scheduled to local action."
completion date and three years
The suit is being handled by John
after the filing of a $2.4 million Burrousofthelawfirmof Landrum,
lawsuit, the university's Arnim D. Shouse and Patterson and John F.
Hummel Planetarium has not Palmore Sr. of Jackson, Kelly,
opened
Williams and Palmore. Both are
The lawsuit was filed Oct. 18. Lexington law firms.
1983 in Franklin County Circuit
GOss Black, university attorney,
Court against Spits Space Systems declined comment on the case since
of Chadds Ford. Pa
it is pending. "We're at a point now
where we really can't comment," he
The dispute stems from Spitz's
alleged breach of contract over
Officials st the Frankhn County
equipment specifications in the Circuit Clerk's office aaid the case
planetarium.
is .till pendmg. but little action has
The university entered into a con- taken place in the past year.
tract with Spitz in Jane 1976.
The last entry in the case file is
The company waa to complete the d.ted Sept, 26. 1986.
inatsllstion of planetarium equipThe university's Hummel
ment in Jury 1978.
Planetarium was to be aha* to
Because of dissatisfaction with recreate the skies at any point in
the planetarium', equipment, the Earth's 28,000-year ''processional
university asked an arbitrator to cycle."
come to the university to test the
The planetarium was also to be
planetarium's equipment in
to project each planet inJanuary 1982.
dependently ao the Ohiekm c< specs
Dr. Lea Simon, director of the travel could be created.
California Academy of Science's
The Hummel Planetarium was
Morrison Planetarium in San Fran
the fourth planetarium in the
Cisco, spent six weeks testing the United SMse to receive Spitz'.
equipment
Afterwards he concluded that the
Paul Dailey, vice president of
projection system did not mast con- finance for Spitz Spans Systems,
tractual spsdfications.
declined to comment on any
In August 1982 the Board of specifics of the ease.
Ragouts approved a resolution ad "I'd prefer not to make any com
vising the state Secretary of menu, but hopefully well reach s
Finance and Administration to con- settlement soon," he eakt "Without
clude the matter "to the best in- getting into any details. I can say
terests of the Commonwealth and thing* look productive.'^
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Students lose
parking game
Although university officials
said the campus parking situation would improve after a few
weeks, the Alumni Coliseum
parking area seems to be worse
now than ever.

ed with Model parents waiting
to pick up Jimmie and Joe, the
situation is hopeless at best.
The only empty spaces in the
AC lot are found in the portion
marked employee parking.

With the large number of
spaces in the lot, it seems
everyone could find a spot, but
that is not the case.
Some students abandon the
search tor a spot and park at tne
most convenient place-which
usually translates into making
their own space and extending
parking lanes until a car can
barely pass between the end of
each row and the guard rail at
the edge of the lot.
Other motorists choose to
nover.

At any time during the day,
that portion of the lot is about
half full.

Between any given class
period, you can find motorists
waiting like vultures to fill a
space as soon as it becomes
vacant.
This process is essential, for
no vacant spaces are found after
8 a.m. If you want to park, you
wait and watch.
When the clogged lanes and
hovering motorists are combin-

There are parking places
available, but students must
risk being ticketed if they
choose to occupy one of the
spots.
For this reason, we feel the
employee portion of the lot
should be divided between
students and employees.
Perhaps the last two rows of
the lot could be rezoned for
general use.
In doing so, the area would
not only provide adequate space
for employees, but provide some
relief for the student parking
situation.
Perhaps these few extra
spaces in AC would influence
student motorists to stop parking in unmarked spaces and
clogging the parking lot
altogether.

Censoring hides
realities of life
Graves County High School has
been in the spotlight as censorship
and freedom of expression go to war
once again.
This time the culprit is William
Faulkner's "As I Lay Dying", a
novel which dares to hint of incest
and to subvert millions of high
school
English
students
everywhere.
Faulkner's novel is about a family's journey taking their mother's
body to a distant cemetery.
The Graves County Board of
Education banned the book,
without reading it, because of its
"language." Fortunately, the board
unbanned the book
after
consideration.
Some say that if you dig deeply
into Faulkner's poetic ambiguity,
you find more shocking things than
the language. Most of the sordidness lies in hidden meanings and
symbolism. For instance, in
Faulkner's works, horses often
represent masculine virility and
knives and weapons are phallic
symbols.
If you translate horses and
weapons into male sex organs
everytime you see them, you are into some heavy stuff.
Of course, it helps to have English
instructors interpret these subtle
meanings for us. Mandatory high
school literature readings take on
whole new dimensions of sensuality
in college.
v_^
English professors often make a
mammary gland out of a molehill.
They can't help it-it's their job.
Even that American classic of life
on the Mississippi HuckUberry
Finn, has been found to contain
homosexual propaganda. But to
document concrete evidence of
homosexuality in Twain's novel,
you must examine it under a
microscope on Friday the 13th when
Uranus and Neptune are aligned
with Mars.
Those who claim that Huck Finn
contains homosexuality are, fortunately, on the fringe of the protest
over the book.
Most parents protest Muck's
habits of tobacco chewing and cursing; bad little boys should not get
away unpunished.
For parents, their children's
literary assignments are to be

Lauren WiUougkby U a senior journaiism major at the university.
models in morality. Ban the bad
boys like Huck and our children will
resume their natural ar^pJif state,
parents think, because badness, like
goodness, is an infection that
spreads through mere suggestion.
The ruckus starts when angry
conservative parents and Christian
groups put on their armor to combat dirty words and dirty deeds in
the arena of public education.
Their children have never heard a
dirty word Their children have
never heard the slightest rumor of
homosexuality or incest, although
millions of first graders could
enlighten them.
Angry parents want to postpone
the disillusionments and diasappointments of the real world for
their innocent babes until they
reach the age of legal consent.
Some parents need to redefine
their ideas of what schools are for
and what books do for us. The
school's job is to educate us in the
ways of the world. It is designed to
help us cope with life in the real
world and not withdraw in shock
every time we hear of a concept with
which we are unfamiliar.
Good authors paint the truth as
they see it They do not sit at their
typewriters gleefully chuckling ss
they pepper their works with sexual
references, hoping it will shock
someone and subvert children.
Teachers select the books they
assign with care, for their educational impact.. Students, especially
high school students, need to know
as much aa possible about the society they are entering.
Students are not the moral
sponges parents think they are. It
is possible to read of murder
without becoming a murderer and to
read of someone's cursing without
adopting the habit.
Often students learn what not to
do by reading. Reading may help
them to recognize and correct
destructive
tendencies
in
themselves.
Carry on, English teachers.
If writers give us truth, we blind
ourselves by censoring and banning
books.
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Driving techniques frustrating
Just as can and trucks come in all
shapes, colors and sizes, so do the
operators who drive them.
Everytime I get behind the wheel,
I feel a surge of control and the lack
of tolerance for those fellow drivers
who do not practice the same driving skills as I.
Most people who spend very
much time with me know I have virtually no patience for anything that
delays me or gets in my way.
Well, take that and multiply it by
10 and that's how I am driving.
The horn is inevitably my favorite
part of the car, other than the gas
pedal, of course. The horn.is a
strange and humorous tool to
demoralize fellow drivers.
Think about it for a minute, you
know when you do something
stupid like sit through a green light
and the car behind you lays on the
horn.
Everybody stops and looks at you
with those glaring eyes and thinks
you're so stupid. Many times they
yell,"why don't you just park it if
you can't drive it."
It's great 1 But, I hats to have one
blown at me directly. Ill be the first

Notions

Darenda
Dennis
to use it because I love to point out
dumb mistakes to other drivers on
the road.
They get this look on their face
like they could just slump down in
their seats and stay there until
everyone else drives away.
Or you can get the kind like me,
who gets incredibly viscious when
made a fool of.
Take, for example, the day I drove
all over the Eastern By-pass to get
an apology which I felt I justly
deserved.
I was at a four-way intersection
with a stop sign, and I almost (emphasize almost) ran the stop sign.
This guy who I understandably
scared to death, blew his horn and
started shouting obscenities at me.

I followed him around the shop ping center until he stopped to ex
plain himself and to get an apology.
He was intelligent enough to do
as I asked, probably to prevent
harm and serious injury, which I, of
course, was ready to give.
I guess I'm one of those people
who you could classify as an aggressive driver. You know the kind
that gets crazy at long red lights
and starts raving the engine and
keeps easing up to the white line,
untO it turns green.
At drive-thru windows, I get
unbearable if I have to wait very
long for the car in front of me to get
their order. It's pure chaos!
I've been known on occasion to
start yelling out a couple of feu din'
words myself.
I admit that's not the best way to
be, but it beats those grandma and
grandpa drivers out there on the
road.
They putt along at a racing speed
of 36 mph on the highway, as if for
a Sunday afternoon drive.
Then you've got your almost-toocareful drivers. They're the ones
that keep their foot on the brake at
all times to avoid a quick confron-

tation with animals, pedestrians and
other cars.
Granted, it's great to be aware
and careful, but it freaks the guy
driving behind you out. And most
of the time I've noticed these people never use their turning signals.
An invitation for a crash if I've ever
seen one.
"Speed demons," aren't they the
greatest? They never get in your
way, you never have to look for a
safe place to pass, but then again
you don't get to read their bumper
stickers either.
Next, you have your "doggy
driver" whocan't seem to leave old
Spot at home. I really don't under stand how half of them drive with
that bushy tail wagging in their
face.
I guess if I had my druthers, I'd
rather sse them hanging out the
window, rather than holding on for
dear life in the bed of a truck.
I'm always scared to death the little guy will lose his grip, fall out and
be flattened like (excuse the term) a
doggy biscuit!
It's really crazy out there folks, SO
buckle up, stay alert and don't let
it get to you.

In other words
To the editor:
Cartoon defended
In defense of the lion:
I hope that when the waiter
brought the lion the Christians to
eat, he also brought a side order of
Alka-Seltzer. The lion will certainly need it if he is to swallow the
sniveling load of pessimistic
paranoia espoused by Mr. Ritchie.
When I saw the cartoon in question. I understood it to be: (a) A
statement against the cruel treatment of animals in experimental
laboratories, (b) A parody of the
latest currant political skirmish- the
political favorite being the lion, (c)
An allegory of academia-the lion
epitomizing professors and the
Christians being students, (d) The
way Mr. Crowe felt after his latest
run-in with his current lioness, (e)
None of the above, (Q All of the
above.
If Mr. Crowe was indeed mairiwg
a statement about the state of
Christendom in this country, I
wonder exactly what these
"forgiven individuals" have (or
haven't) done to give him the impression that the lions are again
gaining the advantage.
To paraphrase a famous quote I think Mr. Ritchie doeth protest
too much. Doesn't he realize that
even the good Lord has a sense of
humor? Since we Christians are
made in the Lord's imagr. shouldn't
we have a sense of humor too? I
believe that Mr. Ritchie, with his
pessimistic attitudes and expres-

sions, merely reinforced the
heathenistic negatively-oriented
view that some people hold of
Christiana I, as a Christian, was
very negatively influenced by his
letter.
Freedom of religion, and freedom
of expression, are two constitutionally protected liberties in this
country. If Mr. Crowe can seriously threaten these liberties with a
single cartoon, then we really do
need God's mercies.
Keep up the good work, Mr.
Crowe. Even my Christian psyche
needs to learn to laugh at itself
every now and then.
Michael F. aad Cynthia G. Dan
Berea

Salisbury earns praise
I'd like to compliment the University Center Board for bringing to
Eastern one of the country's most
respected, sensitive and intelligent
journalists. New York Tunes correspondent Harrison Salisbury. The
opportunity to hear this man tell
about his experiencee in China and
the Soviet Union is one of the mindexpanding events which should accompany a college education. Car-

Correction

tainly nothing on First Street or the
tube could compete with last Thursday's lecture.
Center Board has another equally promising event upcoming on
Oct. 8 at 8 p.m. in Brock-a debate
between feminist attorney Sarah
Weddington and ERA opponent
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In last week's issue, the chief of the
Richmond City Police Department
was identified incorrectly. Russell
Lane is chief of police.

Phyllis Schlafly.
Having savored one of the new
programs in this season's Center
Board line-up. I encourage others to
tune in.
Libby Fraas
Associate professor
Masa communications department
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Police beat
The following report* have beet
filed with the university's EN vision
of Pnblic Safety.
Sept 12:
Mark W Todd, Martin Hall, waa
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Donald Wenkley, Springfield, was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication,
Sept. 13:
Mark S. Cottingham. Wilder, waa
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Kenneth Dewayne Gill. Louisville,
waa arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Bob Greenwalt, MattOX Hall
reported someone had broken the
window pane at the front desk in
Mattox Hall. It was determined
that the glass was broken from outside the office.
Deborah A. Kaf f enbarger. Telf ord
Hall reported the theft of two credit
cards from her wallet while it was
left unattended at the Powell
cafeteria.
George Nordgnlen, Richmond,
reported the sounding of the fire
alarm at the meditation chapel on
campus. No fire waa found and the
Physical Plant waa contacated to
check for electrical problems.
Brack Shell, Paint Lick, was arrested and charged with alcohol

I art ley i

intoxication.
Sept 15:
Cathy Hendrickson. director of
Case Hall, reported the theft of two
lamps from the lobby of Case Hall.
Total value of the lamps is 1130.
Sept 16:
Bob
Reynolds,
grounds
superintendent at Arlington
Association Golf Course, reported
the theft of a ball washer, two flag
poles and flags and four sand rakes
from the golf course. Total value of
the items waa $197.
Tommy Salyers. custodian at the
Keith Building, reported the smell
of gasoline coming from the area of
the Combe parking lot and the Martin parking lot. The Richmond Fire
Department waa called to the scene
and the drain system was flushed
with water.
Sept. 17:
Charles AbelL Commonwealth
Hall, was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana. Abell was
cited and released.
Joseph David Clemits, was arrested and charged with disorderly
conduct and alcohol intoxication.
Katrine Cnlsman, Walters Hall,
reported the theft of jewelry from
her dorm room. The jewelry was
valued at $728 and there are no
suspects at this time.

4
M

Walmart

Everyday

John Wattley Jr, wss arrested
and charged with operating a motor
vehicle on a suspended license.
Jeff Rons. Martin Hall, reported
the theft of the four center caps on
his vehicle while it waa parked in the
Alumni Coliseum parking lot Total
value was $80.

Sept 14:
Bryan Eatchsnr, director in Mattes H all. reported the sounding of
the fire alarm hi Mattox Hall. No
sign of fire or smoke was found by
the fire department.
Colleen Moran, McGregor HalL
reported the theft of a sweater and
a pair of pant* while doing her laun
dry in the laundry room of
McGregor. The clothes were valued
at $61.
George Nordgnlen. Richmond,
reported that someone hsd
discharged the fire extinguisher in
the meditation chapel Moderate
water damage waa sustained and
waa cleaner! up by Nordgulen and
his staff.

Sept 18:
Jim Gay. director in Todd Hall,
reported the fire alarm sounding in
Todd HalL Upon arrival of the fire
department, it waa discovered that
the trouble was in the mechanical
room and the third floor sprinkler
system had been activated. A
plumber was contacted to shut off
the water and the alarm was reset.
There ware no signs of fire or smoke
in the building.

Sept 20-.
Penny Blalr. Brockton, reported
that someone had attempted to gain
entry to her apartment through the
fitagjddoor.

_<_

Wednesday Special
Jumbos are $1.49
All Day

STUDENT SPECIAL

A
A
A
E.K.U.
STUDENTS J
Shoppers
Village*

Kelly Bearing. Case Hall.
reported the theft of her purse from
the women's dressing room in Gilford Theater. The purse contained
a checkbook, university ID card,
university food-a-matic card, keys,
Visa card and $8 in cash.
Jeff Keen*. Keen* Hall, reported
the theft of his two bicycles from the
rack on the east end of Keens HalL
Total value of the bikes waa $800.
Deborah McNeil. Hewlett
Building, reported that someone
entered bar office and stole bar
billfold which waa valued at $40.
Other items taken ware two Visa
cards and other credit cards, a
university ID card. Ken tacky
driver's license and $6 in cash.
Tommy Sowers, janitor in Keith
Building, reported the smell of gas
in the Keith parking lot The Rich
mood Fire Department waa notified,
but upon arrival discovered the
smell had dispersed.

$1.99 tax
with student i.d.

You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy care
ECKRICH
BOLOGNA

PEPSI

12 pack

ORVILLE
REDENBACHER
MICROWAVE
POPCORN

Thursday Special
1 Taco & 1 Mug for
$1.00

Two Tacos with
choica of Wca
or Baans

'•- good btlwMn 1
•no a
■ i i -■

"Clue in "your little sister or brother with a PERSONAL
in THE PROGRESS - 10 words for $2.

EARN
$20 TODAY

3-13 oz. pizzas

Jackies
Balloons &
Dolls

Nothing.

624-1218
Moa.-Sat 10-9
Sun. 1:30-6

Unlvarslty Shopping Cantor
Saa us for vour Halloween
' costumes!!
Regular delivery FREE to campus.
Parsaaallilng-Stnffad Animals- Sorority Items
Toys-and more.

6.5 oz.

89*
HALSA
SHAMPOO

TANDY—Better Again
* Software Sale*

COLORALLS

$2 29

Radio COMPUTER
CENTER
/hack

$139

special prices on:
PFS Entire Series
Lotus 1*2*3
D base III plus

Computer Aided Design Software

ROBERTO. WEAVER

Regular 3.00

Framework II

Deskmate
Micro-Software

ATRA BLADES

ito4)>«*.73>i

BOUNTY TOWELS

79"

while You Do Your Homework

Sigma Chi

MADCS

$199

would like to announce
their Fall '86 Pledge Class

^

$139

15 oz.

5

Rodney A Id ridge
Dennis Badger
Mark Co Jem an
Rob Ellis
David Glenn
Brian Ha 11 or an
Matt Lembke
Scott Montgomery
Russell Routine
Dave Sawicki
Rob Tamagni
Rod Taylor
Scott Young

Colgate^

$3.00

Open Sun. through Sat.
Expires Sept. 30, 1986

Earn $80 a Month
The Brothers of

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

7 oz.

on sale at
the campus bookstore

2043 Oxford Cir.
254-8047

Shoppers
Village

EAGLE SNACK
HAWAIIAN
POTATO CHIPS

$3 29

Bea's
World War II Poems

p plasma alliance

SB

$169

Through a Vale
of Shadows

Earn up to 18S to* »

Low
Prices!

WEBBER'S PIZZA

4 , ...

103 oz

Know what happens
whan you don't
advertise . . .

$1 49

$2

CHEER

In just a few hours a month, you
can earn up to $80 by donating
desperately needed plasma. It's
easy and relaxing and it'll give you
extra income while you studv.
Contrary to popular belief...you cannot
contract AIDS by donating plasma.
All supplies used are sterile and
disposable.
Bring m this ad and new donors receive
a $5 bonus

WHITE CLOUD

for information call.
Richmond
Plasma
Center
624-9814

42 oz.
255 East Main

Open 7:00 to 12:00

Downtown Richmond

Sunday 7:00 to 10*0
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Center offers students access to computers
Bj Jamie Baker
Staff writer
To help students gain computer
experience, the university provides
academic computing services
Computer terminals are located in
some residence halls and all major
classroom buildings with headquarters located on the second floor
of the Combs Building, said Carol
Teague, director of academic computing services.
"The terminals are open to
anybody, but you must first be
assigned a computer account which
enables you to sign on to the
system," she said.
To get an account, a student must
get an instructor to sign an account
request.
The academic computing service
not only includes terminals in the
residence halls, but also features a
micro center, consulting services,
tape services, tours, class lectures
and workshops, said Teague.

SAMS meeting set
Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) will hold a
recruiting meeting at 5 p.m. Sept.
30, in Conference Room A of the
Powell Bidding. Directors of public
relations and committee members
are being sought as well as new
members.
SAMS' goal is to raise money for
multiple sclerosis (MS) through
special events and the annual RockA Like contest.

The Micro Center is located in
room 229 of the Combs Building
and is open to all students and faculty of the university from 8 a.m. to
10:45 p.m. Monday through Thursday; from 8 am. to 9 p.m. on Friday;
and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday.
During holidays the Micro Center
is open, but hours are reduced.
"All you need is a valid EKU ID
or driver's license to use the
facilities in the Micro Center." said
Teague.
Academic consulting services are
provided to help with questions or

problems concerning the computers.
The consultants are professionals
who have had computer training,
Teague said.
Along with the professional computer consultants, student consultants are available to help answer
questions.
"We hire juniors and seniors who
are quite knowledgeable in the computer field." said Judy Cahill. software consultant and director of student workers.
Cahill added one student consultant who has worked with computing services will return to the
position this semester. All the other

student consultants from last
semester graduated, she said.
Tape services offered by academic
computing are mainly used by
people to move information between
computers, Teague said.
"For instance, a faculty member
who has done research in another
state or at another university can
bring in that tape file and we can fit
it into our system," Teague said.
The tape service is also helpful to
faculty because it allows files to be
recovered thst hsve been deleted
from accounts, she said.
Teague said workers keep track of
how often the computer terminals

are used.
"We keep track of how much time
is spent on the terminals by hand in
the Micro Center and other computers help us keep track in the
dorms." she said. "The average time
spent on a terminal is about 150 to
200 hours per month."
Computer terminals are located in
Combs. Wallace, Powell and
Memorial Science buildings. Some
are located in the Crabbe Library
and also in Burnam, Commonwealth, McCreary. Beckham,
Telford and Todd halls.
"We are currently considering
putting some terminals in Walters

Hall," said Teague.
Terminals located in residence
halls are available 24 hours a day,
but male students using terminals
in women's residence halls are asked to leave from the hall at 12 a.m.
and vice versa for females. Teague
said.
Terminals located in the Combs.
Wallace and Memorial Science
buildings close st 11 p.m.
Terminals in the Powell Building
and the library close st 11 p.m., but
are open on Sundays.
For more information concerning
the academic computing services,
call the central office at 622-1986.

Ti This Congratulate Gheir Tall 1986 Tledges and Ned Initiates!
Angela Alexander
Karen Bennett
Angela Booze
Samantha Bowman
Kecia Broughton
Penny Carman
Connie Courie
Susan Dabney
Rebecca Eastburn
Laura Farler
Sarah Graham
Fonda Hall

Pledg es

The university which raises the
most money for MS will receive a
concert on campus sponsored by
MTV.

Initiates:

Julie Hansen
Beth Jordan
Dana Kelly
Sarah Kiser
Nancy Lamkin
Jill Lefevre
Amy Lewis
Tracy Pate
Gretta Pratt
Laurie Whelan
Karen White

Carolyn AScock
Sonya Tlias
Oracey Cqjjerty
Oiffany Ceonhardt
Karen ToWry
Janey TenWell
Joanna Stephens
"DeAnna Wieganot
Kimberly }Joung

QUESTION #3.

For more information call Jennifer
Leinweber at 622-5283.

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S "REACH OUT AMERICA'?

Classifieds
Buslr
Announcements
Bogies Barber and Style: Spangler Drive
behind Jerry's Restaurant 624-1486

Skydiving instructions train and jump same
day $75 group rates. Gift certificates.
Lackey's airport US 25 South, 6 miles.
606-873-4140 weekdays. 986-8202.
weekends

a)

A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for
just $10.15 a month.

b)

A 90-minute special starring "Up With People'.'

c)

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

d)

If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

e)

Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.

Employment
Government |obs SI6.040-S59.230/yr
Now hiring Call I 80S 687-6000 Ext
R-4673 (or current federal list.

COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute
Student Rate' subscription
cards at this campus. Good income For
information and application write to:
COLLEGIATE MARKETING SERVICES.
251 Glenwood Dr Mooresville. NC
28115 704-664-4063

If you can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your
long distance phone bill, with AT&T's "Reach Out America? long
distance calling plan. If you live off campus, it lets you mak
full hour's worth of calls to any other state in America—
including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico^nd the U.S.
Virgin Islands—for jus£$l0.15 a monthT^
All you have to do is caTTWeekendis,
11pm Friday until 5pm Sunday, and
every night from 11pm to 8am. Save
£lSPoff our already discounted evening
rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Friday. The money you
could save will be easy to get used to.
To find more about "Reach Out America'^
or to order the service, caiTtoll free"
today at 1 800 CALL ATT,
that is 1 800 225-5288, Ext. 147.

For Sal*
6 foot plus ANACONDA, very tame
S350 00 624-9160

Personal*

TONDA: To meet your big you must be
m the gr* at 6 for tea (Monday Sept. 29)

Progress
Classifieds ...

To place a classified:
1. Come by 117
Donovan Annex.
2. Deadline is 11 a.m.
on Monday before
publication.
3. All classifieds must
be paid for in advance)
4. Cost is (2 for every
10 words.
5. For more information,
call 622-1872.

AT&T
C 1966 AT AT

The right chojce.
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CROWE'S FEATS

A-5

Rainy evening floods memory
As she walked acrosa the parking
lot one thing was on her mind:
Maine hunting shoes.
She thought Maine hunting shoes
were a strange thing to think about
-at least for any extended period of
time.
But on that rainy Tuesday night
the rubber mocassins were the only
things separating her feet from the
three-inch deep -puddles and newly
formed waterways which drained
toward the center of the lot.
The shoes seemed to give her a
sense of security: a faith, a trust.
Walking to the car, her thoughts
of shoes flowed from their production to their shipment. . . from
Frooport to her.
Then, of course, she thought of
him. She always did eventually.
He had given her the shoes as a
Christmas gift.
Although most would envision
jewels as romantic gifts, she had
wanted the shoes.
And at her request, he had
ordered them.
Once her thoughts had gotten
around to him, her mind was flooded with all the things they had done
together.
She remembered the day of the

DR. &U0TTWR Discover TWe CMC CDR owny.

Terri Martin
hike.
Climbing up the winding gravel
trail at Kenneeaw, she realized how
out of shape she really was.
Both of them had laughed when
she began to breathe heavily and
asked to stop and take a break along
the way.
Along with the. challenge of the
trail, however, was a reward.
The trail ended at a secret spot he
had found weeks earlier.
They overlooked acres of trees; a
beautiful white home and the faint
hum of an airplane passing
overhead were the only evidence
that they hadn't been the first to
Hiacover the spot.
They talked at first about the
home, and why the pool was on the
side, and whether the body of water

they saw was man-made or natural
and then about the rock they were
sitting on; could it ever come loose
and roll down the side of the
mountain?
Of course the next topic of conversation was possible injuries which
would result from the rock coming
loose and rolling down the aide of
the mountain.
After discussing all possible
broken bone combinations, they
watched a hawk circle overhead.
Then they were quiet.
They enjoyed the place and being
together and being quiet.
She smiled as she remembered.
Her thoughts traced the beginnings of the relationship.
She remembered it all.
She thought of their first date and
the bonfire. She remembered what
he wore and what he did.
She remembered bow she met him
in the art class.
Then she remembered a recent
visit to an art festival The banana
photos were the highlight. They
both laughed.
She remembered how the relation-

ship had lasted since high school.
It had lasted through moves and
through other relationships.
It was a constant.
Although over 300 miles
separated them, she knew the relationship was slonger than ever.
Her thoughts went to the future
and to graduation.
In May they could be together.
It had been two years since they
had lived in the same state, but at
the semester's end that would
change.
She would finish school and find
a job and he would transfer so they
could be together.
She looked forward to that time.
And she knew he did too.
Then she thought of short range
plans.
In two weeks they would be
together again.
It would only be for a weekend,
but they both would enjoy it.
As she walked, she again looked
down at the shoes he had given her.
She thought about how comfortable she was in the shoes and in the
relationship.

PIONEER AUTO PARTS
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.
excluding spark plugs, oil or special items
Mon-Fri 8:00*30
Sat 8:006:00
Comer of ■% HM

623-1400
BAKERY-DELI

Cast Main

STUDENTS NICHT

•-9p« W•d.AVThurs. #NLY
f*
HAIR CUTTERS ^X*"

\

iced

NA,LS

Cinnamon Rolls

Special Rates

NO COUPONS
University Shopping Center

823-9624

STUDENT I.P. REQUIRED

TANDY...Better Again

**SALE**
Tandy 1200

$999

Includes: monochrome monitor
display adapter card

IBM PC/XT-Clone

While Whoie Wheat or Onion

Bread ....4%69C
Oven Fresh

'

Kaiser

r>

-rr»r

Den Cut"

Monterey
S079
Jack Cheese .u> £
Den Sliced'

'Mirror Image"...But at a Lower Price

Beef
Bologna . .

Lb

$029

FROZEN

m

cp 9W»»t 9>tta
cA/[acUson County ± Own

<StenclU.d -Cam.fi <Shad£i.-C.offcj> and \Je.a
cHzaxt <zRugi.-cMug±-<£oxoxlty ^ifti
SxamsJ {Pxlnti-JVoxltoKc CxuitaC & China I
<cRaa HBaJtcti--L.ine.nz.- dh.xli.tmai. Uttmi.
V
^Uniutxiity <Skofifxing Ctntcx-Ofitn cM,on.-<Sat. IO-8
»!■

""

""

1H

■"*

*"*

I
-is:/

Jta'D^W

Jllttk. <^atCln(juxg

f

Call for your
free make-over
appointment today!
624-9825
^at*->.
152 Killarney Lane- Room 101
\
Behind Holiday Inn
9:00-1:00 Sat.
9:00-5:30 Mon.-Fn.

8 Varieties

Morton Dinners
lO'A-OZ.
Box

Pepsi
|£££14 & Pepsi Products

mERLE noRmnn
Tin* 11m-*- ff»r ihr-Cnatom Rwe

MM

U

I

Campbell's

AFTER THE GAME

Chicken Noodle
Soup

PARTY

J

Plenty on Sale
Bar-B-Q Open
50« Hotdogs
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would like to thank all!
of the sororities that participated in our Derby thisj
year.
Congratulations go to the Kappa Deltas, who captured
first place and the spirit award. Vi 'Beta Phi placedif
second and Chi Omega was third.

i

We would like to thank the university for letting
us have the derby this year and we would like to
thank O'Riley's Pub for the use of their facility.
?

Can

Bounty 'White «Asst Designs
and Colors

Paper Towels

Saturday, September 27th

WELCOME FACULTY

11ION

Unwind At The Garden
Faculty Happy Hour On
Fridays From 4-8 pm.
at
MADISON GARDEN

X

10 '4-OZ

Batfcd Sf D«ddr •

469 Eastern By-pass
Shoppers Village
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

m
A-6
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Rally
set

Parking
plans
offered

• It

By Pan Logo*
News editor
The regular meeting of the university '» Student Senate Tuesday
night was highlighted by the swearing in of new senators and proposed parking changes for the 1986-87
academic year.
Dan Brenyo, chairman of the
local state and national issues committee proposed a parking plan that
would reallocate many parking
spaces on campus
Brenyo said his plan would provide more parking spaces for
students and also solve safety problems at the Lancaster crossing.
Brenyo's plan involves making
the 390 parking spacee in the Lancaster parking lot all residential
spaces. At the present time. 270 of
these spaces are used for commuter
parking.
Brenyo proposes that the commuters be moved to the Mattoz,
O'DonnaU, and Combs lota and that
the residents who currently occupy
these spaces be moved to the Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
Brenyo also suggested moving
the band to the model Softball field
and making the Begley lot general
parking. He said more research
would be done oi i the issue before it
was brought before the body in the
form of a bill.
Richard Burke, a senior
economics major from Lexington
was elected speaker protein. Kathy
Blackburn had been elected earlier
in the semester, but resigned for
personal reasons.
X»

30C

By Pam Logne
News editor
The university's Student Association and Center Board will sponsor
a pep rally/bonfire at 7:30 tonight
with a dance immediately following.'
Steve Scbilffarth, president of
Student Association, said he feu,
this would be something that«
students should get involved in.
He said it gave students an altar*
native to going downtown and
would give them a chance to sup-:
port the university's football team
in their home game against Middle
Tennessee on Saturday.

Proaress photo/Rob Carr

Solitary walk
Many of the tree- on campus still retain their full foliage as the
days turn a little cooler with the beginning of the fall season. A

s

university student makes his way past the Donovan Annex on
his way to Keene Hall in a recent rainstorm.

Turnover rate under national average

By Beth Jewitt
is not unusual and the 7.6 percent
Staff writer
turnover is about the same as that
The university faculty turnover of last year.
rate is well below the national level.
"I am very pleased with the qualiThe university had a faculty turnover rate of 7.6 percent this year, ty replacements that have joined
compared to a national average of our faculty this year." Rowlett said.
10 to 16 percsnt among U.S. univer- "I think we've had one of the best
recruiting years that I can recall in
sities and colleges.
terms of quality of faculty that
Fifty or 60 new university
we've attracted to the campus."
members have replaced, resigned or
The university has 600 faculty
retired faculty this year.
members and another 200 profesVice president for academic af- sional staff members.
fairs John Towlett said the number
Rowlett said the university adver=*>c

tises nationally in a wide variety of
publications in an attempt to attract a large pool of applicants.
"We position vacancies not only
in The Chronicle on Higher Education, but in appropriate professional
journals and we circulate to our
graduate schools and departments
our vacancies," he said.
Rowlett added the university
follows affirmative action guidelines
when hiring personnel. "We do
everything we can to attract a large
pool of applicants including

"People complain that there isn't
enough to da I want students to get .
involved. If students don't show up,..
we won't have them in the future,"
Schilffarth said.

minorities and women," he said.
In 1976, seven black faculty
members were employed at the
university. In 1986, the university
employed six black instructors, according to a Kentucky Human
Rights Commission report.
Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive
assistant to Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk, said among Kentucky colleges
the university has the highest
number of female faculty members.
He said about 37 percent of the
university's 800 faculty members
are women.

Those who wish to attend the pap
rally should meet in the meditation
chapel area at 7:30 tonight. The rally will actually be held across the
Eastern Bypass behind the ambulance service.
The dance following the pep rally ,
will be held in the main concourse
of the Begley Building

********************

SURPRISE YOUR LITTLE
BROTHER OR SISTER

TAEKWONDO

•COMING SOON!

Co-ad Classes Are Being Offered
At

With a Gift From

EASY CREATIONS Ltd.

Tandy on Campus at

TELFORD YMCA

September 30 & October 1
20%

Tueedsyi

Phone 623-5904

XMKZ

Discount

ind Thur

m$
£UL

For All

'••

CENTER of CAMPUS

Students, Faculty *
Employees
eMer

6pm-7pm

Create Your Own Paddles
And Other Gifts
Southern HHIs Plaza

Dr. Thomas Meyers, vice president of Student Affairs and adviser
to Student Association, said this
type of rally was held often about
four or five years ago. "There was.
a great team spirit," he said.
Scbilffarth said he would like to
see more of this type of event, but
whether or not that could happen
would depend on how well students
responded tonight.

seed only thru Robert D. Weaver

Senior Marketing Wapr—wtattv

TANDY...Better Again

For More Information Call 6BB-BB90

********************

«D Begley Drugs
Prices good thru September 29. 1986

KKS

Visine Eye Drops
For relief of red, irritated eyes.
Visine gets the red out'
1/2 02. Reg. $2.39

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi, Pepsi
Free Diet. Mt Dew
2 liter

1

$!»»

$109

1

Frito Lay

R|AL

Chee-tos
Cheese flavored
snack.
8 02. Reg $1.49

By Mennon.
In Regular Scent. Fresh Scent or
Unscented. 1.5 oz. Reg $1 89

M49

1

99

HAMM'S
GULF
We accept
SOHIO,
Gulf, Boron ,
Gas & Go,Visa,

FREE

CAR
WASH

and Master
Cards.

with coupon
HAMM'S

How To Avoid
Breakdowns:

623-0604

Service your c<*r regularly with us'
We'll ( hange the oil. put on the snow
tires. Check the shocks Re.tsnriHhlei

24 hr. Wrecker
Service

On the
Eastern
By-Pass

BAND-AID Brand
Clear Bandages

BAND AID

Clear, so you hardly know it's there'
Box of 30, 3/4 in. Reg $2.49

*1?9

1

ifcA-.o.-itJ,.,,

i
(Or**
SAampor

wow

kin—

Trendar
Ibuprofen
Tablets
Fof menstrual pain
Box of 20
Reg $2 39
Box of 40
Reg $3 69

St. Ives
Shampoo/Conditioner
■3

For healthier hair and scalp.
Aloe Vera or Jojoba formula
18 oz. each. Reg S3 99

s*«
3

REAL Smooth-On
Antiperspirant

1

%2"

Trendar

Bonne Bell

TEN-O-SIX Lotion
Antiseptic deep cleaning skin
lotion
4ounces
Reg $2 75

Bounces
Reg. $4.50

sj29 %2"

Photo Specials

i SS8S POSTERS i

I Have your favorite photo made into a beautiful poster. I
| from a color print or 35mm negative Coupon must I
I accompany order Expires 9 30 86

I

16x20

%Q99
L

20x30

14 99

I

{■%l Wallet

yy.l Prints
From any size print or color
negative, same frame number

12 for

1

SI 99

Copy negative from original print add
Copy negate from origmal print add $2.50 _ J ^0 Spires9 29 86

£f
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Court
justices
BjDtimUDmii
Studant Court is ■■■Hnfl applicants to serve u justices for the
univsrsity's Student Association's
judicial branch.
The court needs one graduate
•aeiatant. one aeriior, three juniors.
on* sophomore and one freshman.
To be •tigJole a student must have
at least a 2.26 GPA. The court is
mad* up of 11 justices, including a
chief justice and an associate chief

jusOos.

Melissa Johnson, chief justice,
said anyone wishing to serve should
contact bar for an application and
an interview time.
Johnson is a junior paralegal major from Harlan and baa served on
the court for two years. The chief
justice position is appointed by the
president of Student Senate.
Student Court serves aa the
judicial branch of the Student
Association, while Student Senate
serves ss the legislative branch
Johnson said the court has
original jurisdiction over all cases
involving the constitutionality of
Ugialation past id by the Senate.
Thia year, the court will serve as
a council in helping students
prepare cases to go before the
university's disciplinary board.
Johnson used violating open
house hours as a case in which they
may help to prepare a defense.
The court is currently working on
a proposal hi which they would be
allowed to hear appeal cases from
the disciplinary board
"Know Your Rights" is a pamphlet being prepared by the court in
educating students on their rights
to privacy and search and seizure on
"This year, we're hoping to
become a little more formal and
hopefully some now responsibilities
such as hawing appeals and so
forth.

Foundation regroups
to further development
By Pam Logue
Four of the 12 will be initially apboard and wil preside in the absence
News editor
of the chair.
pointed to one-year terms, four-to
The Eastern Kentucky Universi- two-year initial terms, and four-to
The director of Development will
ty Foundation, which has been in three-year terms.
serve as the secretary and the
existence since 1963. was reorganDr. Charles D. Whitlock. extreasurer will be that member who
ized in July according to Charles D. ecutive assistant to the president of
is treasurer of the university.
Whitlock. executive assistant to the the university, said he felt the
Dr. Jack Gibson, director of
president at the university.
reorganization of the foundation
Development, said. "In the past the
The purpose of the foundation is was necessary because public infoundation was primarily used as a
to perform all things necessary for stitutions have become more involvconduit for private funds received
the development, growth expansion ed in raising private funds, which is
by the university." He said these
and progress of the university. It a main goal of the foundation
funds were then either used as the
also provides for the accomplishdonor stipulated, or they were
"The organization we had was not
ment of educational objectives, the
invested.
development of the Physical Plant, the moat effective in raising outside
Gibson said. "The board of directhe improvement of the faculty, and support," Whitlock said.
tors' primary responsibility will be
aid to the student body and alumni
Under the terms of the new
in terms of acquiring financial sup
of the university.
port for the university from the
amendment, the board of directors
The foundation was organized will have a president, a vice presiprivate sector. They wil function as
under the terms of Chapter 273 of
a development council in terms of all
dent, who will serve as chair, a vice
the Kentucky Revised Statutes as chair, a secretary, a treasurer, an exsupport from corporations, other
an educational and charitable ecutive committee, and any other offoundations and individuals."
corporation.
ficers and employees that they
Gibson also said he felt the founPrior to the reorganization of the decide are needed.
dation has served the institution
foundation, the board of directors
well. "The assets it holds and have
The president of the university
included: the president of the will serve as the president of the
invested produce more interest inuniversity, the vice president of board of directors and the vice presicome annually than do most founbusiness affairs, the vice president dent will be elected by the board
dations serving other schools."
of university relations and developfrom among the lay members.
Gibson said he was looking forment, the director of development,
ward to the activities cf the board.
The vice president, acting as
the director of alumni affairs, the chair, will appoint committees and
"I believe it is a contemporary appresident of the alumni association,
•W^SJS-plication of what a board like this
<"onduct meetings of the foundation.
the executive assistant to the presiThe vice chair will be elected by the
can do for an institution."
w /•*»
dent, and all current and former
members of the university's Board
of Regents who reside in Madison
County.
An amendment to the articles of
incorporation of the foundation
r»- J
u^a.uL
Progress photo/Rob Carr
stipulates that the board of directors will consists of the president of
Brigid Enochs, 22, a marketing major from Lexington, gave her
the university, treasurer, vice president for university relations and
sorority sister Francie Simpson, 20, an elementary education madevelopment and the director of
jor from Ashland, a piggy back ride duriflg the Sigma Chi Derby
^ development, who will serve as the
y resident agent.
last week. Both women are seniors.
Each year tne Board of Regents
Features:
Microprocessor 16 bit 8088
16 bit 8088
will select one of its members to
Clock Speed
7.16 MHz
serve as a member of the board of
Internal Ram
256 K
directors. The president of the
Maximum Ram
640 K
university's alumni association and
Max Expansion Board
3
Progress staff report
facilities in the late afternoon.
12 people from outside the univerDisk Capacity
360 K
90 Keys
The Faculty Club will extend its
Key Board Type
The extension is being tried on s
sity community will complete the
hours beginning Sept. 29.
board of directors.
trial basis.
The club will be open until b p.m.
The permanence of the extension
Monday through Thursday in order will depend on the extent of the
that all faculty, especialy those who club's use during the afternoon
Wouldn't: Chi. be.
teach evening classss. can use the hours.

TANDY...Better Again
Introducing The New!!
Tandy 1000 EX
Base System Price $7QQ
MS-DOS/Basic & Deskmate FREE!!

Ride to the finish

Club to extend hours

""The people that we get will shape
the characteristics of the court.
We're looking for people with a
broad range of interests and majors
that can pull from a lot of different
"We want • group that will be
rsprssiitative and reflect!ve of the
students here at Eastern," Johnson

better plenet if

Warren A. Rader, M.D.
Family Practice
210 St. George Street
Suite 206
Richmond, Ky. 40475
624-1465 - Mon/Fri. 9-6
Accepting New Patients!

r
■ Potato Bar
99
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g

with butter, sour cream,
cheese, & bacon bits
expires 10/9/86

RECOBDBMITH were

open on BUND AYS!
Yei It la. RECORD8MITH
Is Now Open SUNDAYS 1:30-8

On the EKU By-pass 623-5058
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10/9/86
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BUY ONE
PIZZA...
GET ONE FREE!
Buy any size Original Round
pizza at regular price, get
identical pizza FREE!
Price <w.<:s depending on sire art) number ol topp>'iSS
ordered valid with coupon s: rw-r.oatir., littie I ,..

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS
"with everything"
10 toppings only
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*
*
*
Secret Dream
I O PC
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*
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Official Classmate Photographer
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Eastern Kentucky University
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Favorite TV ShQ1

Jacqueline is a sophomore majoring in Occupational Therap>. She is modeling an outfit b> HANG TKN '"

Promotional Considerations b\: WENDY'S • COCA-COLA BOTTLING MIDI vs I • | ONG JOHN
SILVER'S* RICHMOND BANK • J. SITTER'S MILI.-C&H RAl'CH JEWELERS* MADISON ELOWER
SHOP • AUTUMN STEAKHOUSE • PHOTO STOP LAB • HAIR SENSE • CREATIVE ARTS BY SHERRI
• & THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
E.K.I'. CLASSMATE RADIO NETWORK: WI.AP-KM 94 1-2. WEMI-EM 100. WMCO-EM 102.
Applications for CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH are available at Studio 27.
HANG I IN* is a registered trademark by Daisy of California.

Toppings include pepperoni, nam, ba. on, yound
beef, Italian sausage, mushroom/, gree" peppers,
on ons Hot peppers and anchovie upon
request (NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELt ONS!
v.|
: ' •' : ■''•■ ; '
■• r
ustorna
EXPIRES Dot "IB, 19B8
RICHMOND
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HOURS

455 EASTERN
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i
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Sun. 1 - 6 pm
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Phone
624-2727

RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

&
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People poll

How do you fool about the now pub He Intoxication law change?
By Lola LeMaster

Robert Powell, freahman. Danville, history
"I think that since we're on campus we should be able to drink
because it's a public school."

Vince Cecil, freshman. Richmond,
medical assisting
"It's kind of petty because it's
been going on so long and they
haven't enforced it. I think it's a
way of getting rid of the bars on
First Street."
Tammy Fonts, freahman, Isom.
undeclared
"I'd know how to answer it if I
understood what I was supposed to
be answering."

Fouts

Cecil

Pat Terry, senior, OneJda, Trnn .
police administration
"I think it's enforceable because
they can't catch everyone who is
drinking. Selective enforcement is
not going to solve the problem."

Powell

Kinney

Heidi
Kinney,
freshman.
Louisville, paralegal
"It doesn't make any difference to
have it or not. Other people who are
21 buy our drinks and we know
when the cops are coming in so we
set them down."

Lorre Black, senior. New Holland.
Ohio, paralegal
"Being from Ohio, I'm used to the
19 drinking age and it's hard for me
to accept."

Melisaa Bowling, freshman,
('amberland, undeclared
"It should depend upon the circumstances. If you are'able to handle the situation, the cops should be
understanding.

Jeff Goderwia. senior, Crest view
Hills, business management
Bowling

lerry

"It's just that people 21 now have
to buy for other people."

RA hiring runs
into delays
over aid audits
By Mike Morris
Staff writer

The university had no problems in
finding enough applicants to fill
resident assistant positions this fall,
but did run into some raring delays.
Dan Bertsos. coordinator of
residence hall programs, said the
problem of finding enough students
willing to be resident assistants was
not as bad as in past years.
Bertsos said the primary duties of
a resident assistant, besides enforcing university policy, include
developing a good community atmosphere among residents of the
floor and serving as an information
source for students.

"We're getting more applicants
than in the past two or three years,"
he said. "We had almost 300 apBlack
Goderwis
plicants for the 128 open positions."
However, Bertsos said there was
a problem in getting all the applicants' financial aid situations
verified before the semester's start.
Bertsos said there were some
he said.
delays in hiring because the federal
According to Baker, the state government audited some apawarded the Allen Company a
plicants. A certain percentage of ap$370,000 contract for the Main
plicants are audited each year
Street work. "»
because the amount of financial aid
An upcoming area road project
awarded to a resident assistant is
will involve the widening of Inhigher than that of the average stuterstate 75, from Richmond to Lexington, to six lanes. "We have a pro- dent, Bertsos said.
"The biggest problem we have in
Josal now that's been authorized,"
ohnson said. "No schedule has recruiting is students have the
been made yet."
misconception* that you must
According to Johnson, widening qualify for work study," Bertsos
will occur from the 1-64 and 1-75 in- said. "Students must apply for
terchange at Lexington*and extend
financial aid, but do not necessarito the US 26 and US 421 inter- ly have to qualify for financial aid.
change near Richmond.
Some RAs are paid with institu-

Repaving begins on Main Street
By Jenny Chambers
Staff writer
Students attempting to drive on
Main Street in Richmond during the
next month will most likely have to
reach their destination via alternate
city streets.
Preparations for the repaving of
Main Street began last week, according to Richmond Mayor Earl
Baker.
Baker said Allen Company of
Winchester, the company which is
contracted to do the work, had
scheduled earlier dates for the work,
but cancelled them.
Baker said the project must be
completed before cold weather
arrives.
According to Baker, the company
will smooth out rough, bumpy
places in the street before paving.
Baker said he has been trying to
get the state to do the repaving

work for two years. Although Baker
has been mayor only since January,
he served as a city commissioner
prior to his election.
Although the state department of
highways recognizes its responsibility to repave the street, according to
Baker, the department has plans to
repair many area roadways.
Russell Johnson, chief district
engineer for the department of
highways' district office in Lexington, confirmed the state does
have repair plans for many Kentucky roads.
"We in the district each year propose many roads to be paved," he
said. "This Main Street project was
one of our high priorities on this
needs list for this year."

approve or disapprove each project
before final plans are made.
"If conditions change and you do
enough talking to them, they will
alter their plans a little," Baker said.
According to Baker, the state is
responsible for Main Street repairs
because state routes 25 and 421
pass through Richmond via the
street.
Johnson said the repairs will
begin west of Richmond, pass
through downtown, and end south
of the city near the junction of US
25 and US 421. "Once they get
started on it, they can probably
have it done in three to four weeks,"

Ladies Only
5.00 Off Cut & Styl
3.00 Off Cut Only
300 Off Mens C

Johnson said his department submits a needs list to the state
highway office in Frankfort. Officials at the Frankfort office either

"The other way we recruit applicants is straight advertising,"
Bertsos added. "This draws a lot of
applications but not all of these
qualify.
"The biggest problem we have in
recruiting is students who have the
misconception that you must
qualify for work study," Bertsos
said. "Students must, however, ap ply for financial aid to get the job."
Bertsos said usually 20 to 30 RA
positions are open for the spring
semester and that his office will
begin taking applications in early
November.
Bertsos said he encourages interested students to talk to their
RA to get to learn the responsibilities and duties of the job before
they apply.

CONTACT: Robert D. Weaver
Lakeview Plaza, 2909 Richmond Rd.
(606)269-7321
Lexington, Ky.

623-3651

VACATION
FOR $19.95

Dr. Marlon Roberts. O.D.
Optometrist
205 Vi Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky. 40475

• with tills ad for a limited time only •
BY APPOINTMENT ONLV
Mon., Tues , Thurj., Fri. • 8-.00 ».m 5:00 p.m.
M/e4 & Sat. 6:00 a.m.,- 12:00 p.m.
(606) 623-6643

Treat yourself to a 30 minute vacation right here in Kentucky
and look like you've been to the Bahamas. Call around and see...
We have the lowest prices in town and NEW BULBS!
10 visits only $19.95
BODY

"We used to have two different
approaches to quickly fill open positions, " he said. "We ask the existing
RAs to nominate good candidates to
us because the students they
nominate often have similar interests as the RA and are likely to
make good RAs."

I Radio COMPUTER
/hack
CENTER

HAIR AND SKINCARE

THE

Active recruiting has also been
quite successful, according to
Bertsos.

Our Local Computer Center
Serves You Better

^0mM

/!\l*\ !'/ \ •

Bertsos said the increase in the
number of RA applicants indicates
a better understanding of the job
and the fact that more students see
the RA position as a learning
experience.

TANDY...Better Again

With student I.D.
Now thru Oct. 31, 19a

112 St. GsorgsStrsst

tional money and not government
financial aid."

SLIMMER

2

H3.0rp1rins?u°.nreRd

623-8218
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Daily Wear

Contact iense
Extended Wear - Bifocals,

Change the Color of Your Eyes with
Extended Wear
Soft Ler ses

roc All I >ay

Ml Niqnr W«-d

DAILY WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
AND
COLORED EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
Member of
Kentucky Optometric Association
and
American optometric Association,
Certified in Contact Lenses
by the
National Research Foundation
Member of
Section on Contact Lenses
also of
The American Optometric Association

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
205 Vt Geri Lane
Richmond.. Ky 40475

See C$pt. Behr at the Student.Center Sept 30.

623-6643
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School
giving
rises

19.86

- A-9

Schools revise rules
for students' entry

(Continued from Page All
He explained the university acquires these gifts through wills or
other legal arrangements made with
willing givers.
Gibson said other givers provide
gifts to the university because they
appreciate the school's importance
in the community. "The local
business community is well aware of
the impact Eastern has," he said.
"Eastern is probably the area's
strongest emphasis in terms of industrial development."
One method used to raise funds
last year was a phonathon. Various
students volunteered several evenings of their time during February
and March to call alumni to pledge
gifts.
Money received is classified by
the giver as designated or
unrestricted, according to Gibson.
Designated money goes to the
department the giver wishes to support. Unrestricted money may be
used wherever needed within the
university.
"The majority of the money we
get is designated." Gibson said.
Don Feltner. vice president of
University Relations and Development, said money received from
private gifts does, not help with
university operating costs.
"Private gifts are not intended to
replace public funding," Feltner Picking the painting
said. "We have to turn to the Ed Simpson, a university maintenance worker, needed a boost
private sector for qualitative to paint the trim of the University Building.
enhancement."
Gibson added private donations
increase the quality of a student's
education beyond the quality
derived from state funding.
"Most of our standards are
Progress staff report
Sciences, said the first Truman
beyond what the governing sector
The College of Social and
scholarship was awarded in 1977.
is willing to do," Gibson said. "We
Since that time 837 scholarships
will prevail without the gifts. (But) Behavioral Sciences is now acceptWe wouldn't be as good as we could ing applications for the Harry S. have been awarded in the national
Truman Scholarship Program.
competition.
be."
Although the university has never
The Truman scholarship was
Feltner said the development
division did not exist formally un- established by Congress as a had a student to win one of the
til Gibson arrived at the university. memorial to President Truman, scholarships. Nelson encouraged
But, he said, private donations with 106 scholarships being award- students to apply. "They're highly
were received by and given to the ed annually in a nation-wide competitive and it takes some
thought, but it's a great scholaruniversity before the division competition.
Scholarships cover tuition, fees, ship," he said.
formed.
Applicants must have a
As an example, construction of books and room and board to a maxthe university's Chapel of Medita- imum of $6,600 annually for up to sophomore academic standing, a
grade point average of at least 3.0
tion was funded through gifts to the four years.
Kenneth
Nelson,
acting
dean
of
and be majoring in a field that will
university before a development
the College of Social and Behavioral permit admission to a graduate prodivision existed on campus.

By Terri Martin
Editor
Kentucky's public colleges and
universities are revising admission
standards in accordance with a 1963
decision by the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education.
The council designed the Ken
lucky PreCoUege Curriculum which
college-bound students must follow
in order to be admitted to one of
Kentucky's public colleges and
universities.
"All state schools will modify
their admissions policies to some extent," said Lea Grigsby, director of
admissions at the university.
Grigsby said changes will take effect in fall 1987, but since students
are now applying for enrollment for
that year, administrators are
already developing the policies.
According to Grigsby, the
changes require incoming freshmen
to have taken certain pre-coUege

classes in high school including four also required for the pre-college
units of English, two units of social admittance.
studies, three units of mathematics
At Murray State University, difand two units of science.
ferent admission standards apply to
Additional suggested elective incoming students based on
classes include extra courses in the whether or not they took pre-college
science and math areas, two years courses in high school
of a foreign language, a liberal arts
According to Phil Bryan, dean of
class and computer science courses admissions at Murray, in-state
"Some students may be admitted students in a pre-college curriculum
on exception based on ACT scores must be in the top third of their
class and score at least 16 on their
and other things," Grigsby said.
He added that the university's ACT.
revision proposals are currently
Students who are not enrolled in
under review by administrators.
a pre-college curriculum must have
The University of Kentucky has an ACT score of 18.
also begun to require incoming
"If a student doesn't meet the refreshmen to follow the Kentucky quirements he can be admitted on
Pre-College Curriculum in high a preparatory status." said Bryan.
school.
"He can only take 13 hours a
Along with the curriculum resemester until he has a minimum of
quirements, a minimum ACT score
24 credit hours and a 2.0 GPA. Then
of 11 and a 2.0 high school GPA are he is unrestricted."

Fall enrollment increases
(Continued from Page All
The university also offers several
college credit courses each semester
at more than 15 off-campus locations throughout the university's
22-county service region.
Grigsby said a lot of work is involved in attracting students to the
university.
Each year, members of the admissions staff and representatives of
the university travel to high schools

and participate in programs.
"We make visits to schools we
believe we need to, and we do a lot
of letter writing," Grigsby said.
The admissions staff also promotes a program called E.K.U.
Spotlight.
This program is designed for prospective students so they can get an

urns.

**SALE**

gram leading to a career in
government.
Applicants must fill out an application and write a 600-word essay
on a public policy issue
For further information, students
may contact Nelson at Room 106,
Roark Building or call 622-1405 for
more information.
Application deadline is Oct. 16.

CL&...

fox that <~>h.£.cLcLL L-)cca±ion

Grigsby said the steady increase
in enrollment shows these activities
are paying off. •

TANDY...Better Again

Truman scholarships open

,88

idea of what college life is really like.
They are invited to visit the campus
with their parents and take a tour
of facilities and meet members of
faculty and staff.

Tandy 1200

$999

Includes: monochrome monitor
display adapter card

IBM PC/XT-Clone
"Mirror Image"...But at a Lower Price

Your Choice

' Style and Comfort
Reg 8.47 At An Afforcjable Price!
For your active days indoors or
Rea. out,
select from these fleece
10.97 separates
for men or ladies!
Made of comfortable 50%
Acrilan* Acrylic/50% cotton by
Monsanto* for easy wear and
easy care. Many colors. Men's
sizes S-XL, Ladies' sizes S-M-L
Womens fleece seperates. tops
in sizes 38 to 44, pants in
sizes 32 to 38, Reg 10.97.
SALE 8 88

Lansdowne Club Facilities are available to
the public for Wedding Receptions, Cocktail Parties,
Fraternity, Sorority, Club, Organization or Business Meetings.
Rooms available for groups of 50 to 250 people.
For jnore details or to place your reservation
call 276-5415

Office Hours: Monday thru Friday 9a.m. to 5 p.m.

■T'ifl

Bonus Pack
Reg. 1.19

*4.88 Reg. 6.97

Make your selection from a
variety of fleece totes. Available
in many dazzling styles and

Springfield* photo album
100 magnetic pages. Wipe
clean surface Great buy!

taahrgnat?lg wtffl-

Choose from cheese curls,
corn chips, cheese balls or
potato crunchies. 5 to 7Vi oz

9.88

S2.97

39.97 \

B Reg.3.97

Reg.49.97

^ 3 Piece Twin Set
Reg. 17.97-Save 10.09
Ecstasy bath towels by Cannon*
Made of 100% cotton. Terry (Precaie Ultra Touch sheet sets
vlake your selection from these
loops on both sides for extra
drying poqwe. Select from our colors: ecru, claret, deft blue,
ight blue or rose bud.
array of beautiful colors.
Piaoa Fi* Sal. rag 28 »7
Piaca Quain Sat, rag 3397
Piaca King Sat rag 3» 97

Hand Maal. 16' .2e" rag 327 u» 2 37
AnhckXn 13 >13 rag 1 77 saw I 37

c*

I

aaM 17 M
iw»l
aaM 29 M

269.97 »**

&2*

' l Jjnprson
59.97 Reg

74.97

Save $15 Emerson* model
CTR949 AM/FM stereo dual
.cassette play/record 'Boom Box'
ith AC/DC

am.SDMd «*«8 »M1

JO

J

Save $10. Series 4000 52 inch
ceiling fan Has 3 speeds,
reversible motor and is light
adaptable Available in antique
brass
Model VCR870
289.97 Save $20,

Emerson* VHS video cassette
recorder Features wireless
remote control. 4 event and 14
day programmability. Now you
can program your own prime
time and never miss those
special shows again

Prices good thru Sat. Sept. 27
Mon- Sat. 9:00 - 9:00
Sun. 1:30 -6:00
»Ml.»3Md \—9 »q.l J©j 9DB|d }«»a »q.
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GRAIN FED CHOICE
BONELESS

Full Cut

bund Steak

Idaho

Potatoes
10-LB. BAG

BATHROOM TISSUE

Classic

Saltines
1-LB. BOX

White

Coke

Cloud

EIGHT 16-02. BTLS.

4 ROLL PAK. . .

PLUS
DEPOSIT

California Fresh

Refrigerated Orange Juice

Green
Broccoli

Bunch

(New Fall Cropi
Peak Brand

10-Oz.
Pkg

Fresh
Kale

fdJ59

an

individually Wrapped & Sliced
ed
Kroger American

Cheese

Plain or self Rising Flour

1

5

B^g
m

Frozen Crinkle Cuts

Corn-on-the-Cob Nibblers

Green
Giant

SAVE '1.49
-,
Uv7wTa/wit >fllExcept Gourmet/Par Tea)

All varieties
Cookies

Buy 2 Dozen cet 1 Dozen

Free

'
Bag

—Frozen Sausage or Pepperoni

TOMBSTONT
inumarxi

Tombstone
Pizza

w

I
«_

1

•

•

9 Inch

9

Steak

\

Reg. or Decaffeinated instant

Folgers

Lb.

Puritan
Oil ... .

320Z
Btl

Sirloin Tip
Roast

%
LP

19

Mild or Hot Sausage

8-0z.
Jar

All vegetable

%\%
m

.

TBone

*

DOrltOS ... .1p6ka

M

Ore-Ida
Potatoes

Cram Fed Choice Tailless
Porterhouse or

Grain Fed Choice Boneless

Frlto Lay
Pkg

Sunshine
■
1
^B.n^_ MM.
60Z
cneex-its
. . pkg
COIO
Medal

Citrus
Mill Select

Tap, Sprite, Melio Yello, Diet Coke
Cherry coke. Coca cola or .
12-Pak %
Classic
12-OZ
cans

Farms. ... Pkg

19

Cram Fed Choice Boneless

Top Sirloin
U)

15-0Z. Btl.

Fabric

Shampoo or

Downy
Softener

Ivory
Conditioner
M)llV()W

Free
With Manufjctiircrs Mail-In

Ribati at Start

The Eastern Pfogreat

Campus living

Index
Organizations: B-2,3
Arts/Entertainment: B-4,5
Sports: B«,7,8
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Microwaves radiate from campus housing
"I got the microwave recipe for
rice from a neighbor at home and I
add a few things to make it a little
more interesting," she said.
Gay said the rice casserole calls
for one can of beef consume, one can
of french onion soup, a stick of butter and a cup of rice. "I add chicken
and mushrooms to make the dish
more exciting and I usually make a
lot so everyone on the floor can have
some," she said.

By Lisa Cooney
Staff writ*
Due to the high coat of eating out
and the low cash flow of students.
some are finding it cheaper to buy
microwaves and cook in their rooms.
Last November a proposal
relating to residence hall cooking appliances was passed by the University Board of Regents.
The proposal allows students to
use thermostatically-controlled appliances in their dormitory rooms.
Because of this decision, the
university has been invaded by
microwaves.

Because eating out can be very expensive. Gay said microwaving
meals has saved her money during
the week. "I don't buy a lot of prepackaged microwavabk" items, but
I do buy a little of everything to
throw together in my microwave."
Gay said. "I spend less than $15 a
week on food and it lasts."

Microwaves can be found in all of
the residence halls on campus. Some
of the dorms average as many as 12
to a floor.
JoLynn Norfleet. dorm director at
Walters Hal, said she thinks every
room in her dorm has at least one
appliance, and that microwaves are
definitely the most popular.
"Of the 26 rooms on each floor, at
least 12 have microwaves in them,"
Norfleet said. She added, "Crock
pots are here, but large, medium and
small microwaves are everywhere."
An occasional breaker will go off
in Clay Hall because of microwave
use, but that seems to be the only
problem, said Claudia Kirby, dorm
director at the hall.
"Microwaves average 10 to 12 a
floor in this dorm, but there are illegal appliances being used," she
said.
Kirby said appliances that are not
thermostatically controlled or appliances that "don't abut off" after
they reach a certain temperature are
illegal.
"There are mostly microwaves,
crock pots and coffee pots, but illegal appliances like hot pots are
still being used," said Kirby.
Area stores have also noticed a
definite increase in microwave sales
when students return to campus.

Gay said she learned how to cook
everything n a microwave because
her mother was always at work.
"My mom worked a lot and I had
to make supper for the family, so I
would pop it in the microwave for an
easy meal," Gay said.
Susan Mock, a 18-year-old nursing major from Bardstown, said
that she uses her roommate's
microwave everyday.
She said "It is easier to cook in
the room than going to the grill.
Also, it is cheaper eating in the
room "
Gail Dent, a 20-year-old public
relations major from Louisville,
said. "We cook in it maybe four out
of seven days of the week."
Dent said the best things to cook
in their microwave are frozen
dinners.
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George Mills, 19, a freshman from Somerset, uses his roommate's microwave to cook chicken.
Edward Zoeller, a merchandise
assistant at a local department store
sold many "legal and illegal" appliances to university students at
the beginning of the last two
semesters. "Our store has taken out
ads about appliance sales and we
have sold an above-average number
of microwaves and many single- and
double-burner hot plates to Eastern
students," said Zoeller.
Besides microwave popcorn,

warming soup and heating up cold
pizza, some university students
have their favorite microwave foods
that they like to prepare.
"I like popcorn, hotdogs and all
kinds of stuff in a microwave, but
my favorite thing in a microwave is
throwing a frozen burn to in to heat
it up," said Greg Rinehart, 19, from
Dupree Hall. He added, "My
microwave is always in use."

Beverly Bobbit, 21, of McGregor
Hall, enjoys preparing a lot of other
dishes in her microwave besides the
ever popular ones already mentioned. Bobbit said she microwaves
potatoes, pork chops and chicken.
She said she also likes experimenting with different types of food
while cooking.
"I made brownies once. They
tasted a little different, but they
were pretty good," said Bobbit.

Bobbit said her microwave does
take up a lot of space in her dorm
room, but a little less space is better than going to the dormitory kitchen in the basement.
Michele Gay, 18, of Talford Hall,
said she tries to get more creative
with her microwave cooking.
Some of the things Gay has
prepared in her microwave are
meatloaf and chicken. She said her
favorite dish to fix is rice casserole.

"I like to heat up frozen cherry
pies in it and put ice cream on top."
said Dent.
In reference to microwaves being
allowed in her dorm. Case Hall,
Dent said she thought that it was
much better, because she was too
busy to go out and eat all of the
time.

Home sweet home

France unfolds for Girvin Students create bond
By Brent Risner
Staff writer
What's it like going to school
in a foreign country for a year?
For Michele Girvin, her year in
Europe became the experience of
a lifetime.
At the end of last spring
semester Girvin figured the next
school year would be just another
year as a college student. But
when her father was transferred
by IBM of Lexington to a plant
in Paris, France, her plans had to
be changed.
Upon arriving in Paris, Girvin,
20, a senior elementary education
major from Lexington, enrolled
at American University. After a
short while, she found out she
wasn't the only U.S. citizen
among the school's 1,000
students.
"About 50 percent were
Americans and the other 50 percent were nationalities ranging
over 60 different countries," Girvin said
Before going to France, Girvin
said she only knew Spanish,
which proved to be a greater barrier on the streets of Paris rather
than in school where all her
classes were offered in English
except for the required French
classes. Describing the school's
academic program and professors, Girvin said,"The curriculum was hard, but the
teachers were all good." She said
her professors were mostly U.S.
citizens who had traveled around
and knew a lot of things.
Girvin said she lived with her
parents who rented a home in a
suburb outside of Paris, but she
said other U.S. students were not
so fortunate. "Some lived with
French families and others lived
in apartments," Girvin said.
Besides worrying with
homework and learning French,
Girvin was faced with threats
from terrorists, as was the rest
of the world before and after the
U.S. air attack on Lybia last
spring. In fact, her school was
forced to evacuate on two occasions and security measures were
imposed to protect U.S.
students. "Anything that had
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Following her visit in the
Soviet Union, Girvin went into
Germany. Sweden and Norway,
three countries that were greatly affected by high concentrations of radiation coming from
Chernobyl. She admitted that
she had been reluctant to travel
under
thoae
dangerous
circumstances.
"That was a decision I had to
look at to see if I wanted to
chance it because nobody really
knew exactly how much (radiation) was there and how it could
affect you." She said she never
found any visible signs of radiation problems while she was in
Europe.

Michele Girvin
American College of Paris written on it outside the buildings
was taken down because of
security," she said. She added
that bags and student ID cards
were checked before entering
buildings. Girvin said she never
really feared for her life "You got
worried because most of the
places being hit were places that
I had been."she said. She also
said other students went home
by that time because they were
scared or their parents wanted
them home.
Student trips gave her time to
overcome rising international
tensions and to see other European countries. "You paid a lump
sum and they took you to a
place," said Girvin.
In all, Girvin traveled to Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Spain,
England, Italy and the Soviet
Union, many of those being trips
with her art class .
"I think the most interesting
thing for me was going to the
Soviet Union and seeing the
other side of things," she remarked. She also said she felt being a
U.S. citizen helped her get permission to enter that country,
where she stayed for two weeks
visiting Moscow and Leningrad.

Of those three countries, Girvin said Sweden impressed her
the moat and that Stockholm
was the moat beautiful city aha
had seen in Europe. She described the Swedish people as
"courteous and anxious to help."
As for educational benefits
coming from her trips, Girvin
said, "I enjoyed seeing the art
work while I was learning about
it"
Perhaps of all the places she
stayed, Girvin said she became
more familiar with Paris. While
going to nightclubs there she
said she met Karen Allen of
"Raiders of the Lost Ark", and
she saw Sade, the international
pop star. "The night life was
fun," she said, "but their clubs
were more private and you had to
know certain people to get in."
Among her favorite spots in
Paris were TuiUeries Garden, the
Louvre Museum, and of course,
the Eiffel Tower. "It was really
beautiful," she said. "I always
thought the one at King's Island
was like it. but it amazes you how
much bigger it is."
Courses which Girvin said she
completed at American University were French, art history,
literature, psychology, socialogy
and computer science.
Girvin said she plans a return
trip to Paris for Christmas with
her family.

By Kriati

Staff writer
Two years ago, four studenU with
diverse backgrounds and personalities decided to escape campus
life and rent a bouse together.
Today, they are more than just
housemates;
they
consider
themselves family.
Mike "Bud" Abbott, Steve Hall,
Daryl Mesch and John Perkins are
the guys who, despite their differences, have developed a bond
stronger than bloodlines.
They were four sophomores living
in Commonwealth Hall with an itch
for the good life. They said they
found it at a two-story wood frame
house on Main Street appropriately called "The Hill."
The seniors contribute their successful cohabitation to their differences. They come from four different areas with very different
backgrounds.
"I think our differences are a
plus." Hall said. He added," We are
all unique and independent, yet we
all seem to fit together like the
pieces to a puzzle, with practically
no fighting."
Abbot is a public relations major
from Franldort with the hope of furthering his career in broadcast sales.
He is the sales manager at WDMC
radio station on campus—a job he
said he takes very seriously.
Abbot said he is one of the biggest
procraatinators of the bunch.
"Mike is very personable; he's a
professional," Hall said.
If there was a boss in the family,
the others agreed, it would have to
be Hall.
Hall is a marketing major from
Crest view Hills and would like to be
an industrial sales representative
upon graduating.
"Steve is an achiever, he keeps
things going around hare," Mesch
said. The others said Hall is always
hovering over them making sure
everything runs smoothly.
Coming from New York and majoring in music merchandising,
Mesch said he wants to start in
sales, then lead on into management
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Steve Hall, left, Daryl Mesch, John Perkins, Mike
Abbot and dog Spliff pose for family portrait.
in progressions! music.
The guys named Mesch
"Thumper" because he can play
their drums anywhere at any time,
even with a pencil during class as
Hall found out one afternoon.
Hall and Mesch are in the same
class together and Hall said he often
complains of Mesch's constant pencil thumping.
"Daryl is probably the most intelligent of us all. He's very off-thewall and off-beat," said Abbot.
Perkins is the artist in the house.
Perkins is an illustration major from
Virginia. In his major he said he
does anything from painting to
graphic arts. Perkins said he would
like to do illustration for an advertising agency after graduating.
Neon beer signs would be the only things on the walls if it weren't
for Perkins' paintings. He said he
hung some of the art in strategic
places to give the place some class.
Abbot said, "John controls the
mood of the house with his sensitivity and great sense of humor."

These guys with personalities,
ranging from comedian to artist,
feel they have experienced some trying times.
Whenever one begins to doubt the
closeness of these four, all they need
to do is to jeopardize one of them.
Spliff. a two-year-old "Heinz 57".
is the family dog. Last year. Spliff
was hit by a car and had to undergo
a leg operation *n order to pay for
the operation, they all banded
together to raise money. Perkins
created posters and all four of them
sold them and took up donations for
their pet. Spliff came through with
flying colors thanks to its caring
owners.
These four unique young men will
be graduating from the university
this year. They all have big plans,
but have decided to live in the same
area, the Ohio Valley.
They have endured the test of college together, now they say they
want to take on the testa of the real
world together.
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Activities
Flag football tournament
gives players recreation

By Amy Caadlll
ding to Leia, students came to
Staff writer
learn and practice Engliah and
The Navigators, a Christian find out about the Bible and

By Jrnny Chambers
Staff writ*

Football fever has once again hit
university students and not just in
the form of attendance at Colonel
football games.
The university's Division of Intramural Programs is sponsoring its
annual co-recreational flag football
tournament through October, according to the division's director. Dr.
Wayne Jennings.
Jennings said 74 flag football
learns are entered in the tournament
which includes fraternity, independent and housing leagues for men
and independent and sorority
leagues for women.
The tournament follows a roundrobin schedule which, according to
Jennings, "means you play
everyone in the league one time."
'Teams select the day of the week
that they want to play on.'' he said.
Each league will have a champion
team and a runner-up team. A division champion and a universitychampion team will also be chosen.
According to Jennings, the intramural division serves a variety of
different students throughout the
year with several different
programs.
"We reach about 7,000 different
students in the course of the year in
one aspect or another," Jennings
said. "We offer the things students
are most interested in.'
The division sponsors Softball,
frisbee, badminton, volleyball, football, basketball, tennis, golf, racquetball and soccer tournaments in
addition to providing equipment
rental in the Begley Building.
Jennings said the division also
sponsors track and field meets and
the annual Homecoming Run. He
said students' suggestions for additional programs are welcome. "Just
about anything the students want
to put together we will assist." Jennings said.
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Junior Tom Miller carries the ball for the TKEs.
The director explained intramurals
by using the true meanings of the
Greek words "intra" and "mural."
He said "intra" means inside and
"murals" means walls. "Intramural* are competitive activities
for students inside the walls or inside the institution," Jennings said.
He also explained the meaning intramural sports have for student
participants. "There's overwhelming evidence to show that people
who are physically active live longer
and have a higher quality of life,"
he said. "This is one of the outlets
for physical activity. And, of course,
it's just plain fun."
Participants in the flag football
tournament seem to agree with Jennings' thoughts.

623-0340

(6061 623 0340
126 Soulh Thud St'MI

'downtown, next to the bus station.
W54*

Navigators make journey
to serve as missionaries

i Buy one Rose, get

Stephanie McVay, 19, a
sophomore engineering major from
London, plays on the "Upeetters"
women's flag football team. She said
she enjoys playing in the tournament for a variety of reasons. "I
love meeting new people and I love
sports." she said. "I think
everybody should get involved with
intrsmurals-if not for the fun then
for the physical fitness."
Jennings said students learn
abilities through participation in intramural sports that will benefit
them after college.
"They learn emotional control in
real-life situations," he said. "Participation is its own reward."
For more information, call the
Division of Intramural Programs at
622-1244.

group on campus, apparently Jesus Christ.
He said the dub also had some
plans to take their ministry all
American parties, where they
over the world.
served Kentucky Fried Chicken
During the summer, seven
and thev also took some trips
members of the Navigators, an together. "It was a tremendous
international and interdenominaexperience," Leis recalled. "They
tional Christian group, traveled
think
very differently. I found
overseas to work
with
the
Japanese
to be a very kind,
missionaries.
polite and generous people," he
"To be a Christian, you need to
go all over the place," Mike said.
Rhonda Wilkerson. an English
Hagan, a member of the
composition instructor at the
Navigators said. And this Chrisuniversity, went with a group
tian group seems to have every
from the Engliah Language Inintention of doing that.
stitute in San Damia. Calif., to
Marc Leia, a member of the
group, explained the areas the East Asia. Wilkerson and nine
other teachers ware involved in
Navigators chose to work in were
a project called Engliah as a Seareas not normally exposed to
cond Language. This project was
missionaries. Leis said 90 percent
used to teach the Asian teachers
of the world's missionaries are
how to teach Emdiah ss a second
working in 10 percent of the
language, Wilkerson said she
world.
The seven Navigators, all re- substituted when the Asian
cent graduate students at the teachers were ill and taught
university, traveled separately to methodology.
Austria, France, the Philippines.
Diane Oohmann. a December
Japan and East Asia.
1984
graduate of the university
Hagan. a graduate student in
the chemistry department, and now a home health nurse in
started in Hong Kong and travel- Madison County, traveled to
Shizuoka, Japan, where she
ed through East Asia with a
taught converstional English,
former navigator missionary.
which included how to talk on the
Hagan said he went on the trip
primarily to tour, visit and phone and how to introduce
She was also involved in
understand the culture. He said oneself.
.
he found the Asians very open b
f^fFf**1*- TiV** * *°
-i*K
^^ *™. Gohmann said.
with •*_■.
their i,homes.
Leis, a spring 1986 graduate of John KwiecinskL a May 1984
the university and now a high graduate of the university and
school graphic arts teacher in now a computer salesman workPowell County, went to Japan to ing in Lexington, traveled to
a city called Uamagata. "I waa Vienna, Austria, where he workworking at the university there ed at Christian youth camps for
and I was working with Japanese high school and college students.
Christiana," Lais explained. He
Beth Boswell, a December
said he worked with a club call- 1986 graduate of the university
ed BEST, which stands for Bible who is pursuing a career in
Engliah Sports Talkuur. Accor- broadcasting,
went
to

Strasbourg. France, aa a student
at the University of Strasbourg
to complete a second degree in
French.
Boswell lived with a French
girl during her stay. "I waa exposed to the French wsy of life
and people through her and her
friends. I was involved with the
navigators during the summer,"
Boswell said. "The best thing
about my experience was that all
the sterotypes I've heard of
French people pretty much were
dissolved," she said. "And I
found French people to be warm
and willing to to get to know you.
even as an American I learned to
appreciate fresh bread and good
cheese," she said.
Mike Tripp, a graduate student in the chemistry department, visited the island of Mindanao in the Philippines. Tripp
said Mindinao was a college
town. "I waa talking to people
about Jesus Christ and what it
means to know him personally
and I was also leading Bible
studies and speaking to groups."
Tripp said be worked during the
week with students and on the
weekends with farmers.
There are about 46 members,
phis about 160 others involved in
residence hall Bible studies. The
Navigators encourage anyone
who wants to grow in their relationship with Christ to join the
group. Those interested can call
Steve Parsons at 622-4022 or
Carolyn Barber at 622-2991.
The
Navigators
have
nunisteries in over 60 countries
and all 60 states. Most colleges
and military installations and
some large communities have a
chapter. The international headquarters is located in Colorado
Springs. Colo.
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The New West
By ZodiaCUSA
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Zodiac steps off the ranch and into the city with a wide
range of western boots. From star studded to bold buckle
styles, on heels that ride beautifully with skirts, dresses
and jeans.

Cunning
Reg. $129.
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HERE OR AT HOME!

NOW THRU SUNDAY OCT. 5
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University Shopping Center

623-2630

Come to our- place or call for
a pizza to go. f) Either way.
you'll enjoy one of the tastiest
meals in town from your home
town Pizza Hut* restaurant.
t% We make pizza fresh, with

BONANZA

i*i»*><

\Sfecd\' Qkichpn • v5ec^boc£ • sSo^cudL

MONDAY
Meat Loaf

I

TUESDAY ~[ WEDNESDAYl
Chicken Wings Boiled Shrimp
Hoi BtcuiuA muffm^ Hot Cheese
Hush Puppies
Baked Beans
Green Beans
Baked Beans
Potato Logs
Mashed Potatoes Scatoped Potatoes
Chicken Livers Apple Crescent Chicken Livers
Cinnamon Sticks Cobbler
Cobbler

THURSDAY I
Spaghetti

FR1DAY~ I SATURDAY I SUNDAY
Chicken Wings Boiled Shrimp
Barbeque

Hot B*Kuts4 mufltoi Hot Biscuits & muffins Hot Bacurts m mjfn

Baked Beans
Fned Mushrooms Vegetable Rings
Chicken Livers Chicken Livers
Cobbler
Cobbler
Pinto Beans

Green Beans
Potato Logs
Fried Okra
Cobbler

Hush Puppies
Pork-n-Beans
Scalloped Potato
Chicken Livers
Cobbler

ITFMS ABOVE ARE ON THE FOOD BAR AS LISTED DAILY

Ribeye
2 for 8.99

quality toppings like pure
mozzarella cheese and real
Italian sausage. You'll lovegenuine Pizza Hut" Pan Pizza, our
non-stop salad bar—and the
reasonable prices. ^

Chopped Steak
2 for 7.99

PIZZA HUT
360 EASTERN BY-PASS
RICHMOND. KY 40475
PHONE 623-2264

Pfea
-Hut

LARGE FOR MEDIUM PRICE
Pan Pizza or Thin & Crispy

2 PERSONAL PAN SUPREMES
FOR 2.99

Hours: Mon.- Thurs. 11:00a.m.- 10:30p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10:30 a.m.- Midnight
Sun. Noon - 10:30 p.m.

Expires 10-15-06

Expires 10-15-86
L.
Mondays are Student Discount Days.
Receive 20% Discount With I.D.

NOT VALID WITH DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS. OR ANY OTHER SPECIALS.

xHo+t:

("«ft7Z

CIAS.SK:

Expires 10-31-86

-Hut

Available Mon. - Sat
Eat in or Carry-out.
Expires 10-31-86

Ptoa
-Hut
>
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Center
offers
games
By Debbie Taylor
Staff writer
After a long morning of classes or
strenuous studying, the Powell Student Center offers students a chance
for recreation.
The cmUr houses a bowling alley,
pool room and arcade on the ground
floor. The bowling area has 12 lanes
and bowling equipment costs 76
cents per person and 26 cento for
shoes.
Manager Ron Williams, who
originally opened the game center
16 years ago. said. "We stay fairly
busy, but I must say business has
picked up in the last year."
"We have the top machines that
are being produced right now," he
said. "In fact, the university is
testing a flipper machine. Genesis,
that is not yet on the market."
Allan Richardson, a m«rh«i«- and
clerk who has worked at the lanes
for 11 years, said, "Depending on
how much money the lods have and
how much they want to spend, the
crowd will change from week to
week."
Richardson said students' attitudes had also changed over the
past 10 years. "When the draft waa
in effect, the students that came
here were just wasting time in
school and they seemed more
destructive. Now the kids want an
education and they come here after
studying," he said.
Richardson said the lanes were
also in better condition this year
because they had bean repaired over
the summer.
Ruby Scott, 19, a sophomore office administration major from Corbin, said the repairs were a big improvement. "They've got new balls
and new shoes that are nice," she
said.
Stella Mensah, 30. a senior
elementary education major from
Islington, got s job as a clerk
through
the
university's
institutional-work
program.
"Students seem to enjoy it," she
said. "You can let your hair down,
socialize, meet friends, have fun and

Club holds discussion
on terrorism, relations
By Debra Jasper
Activities Editor
A round table discussion on inter
national terrorism was sponsored
Monday by the Ciruna Club, an
organisation on campus concerned
with international affairs
According to Dr. Robert Bagby,
a professor of police administration
and a speaker at the meeting, terrorism has increased tremendously
in the last two decades and the
openness of American travel makes
the United States particularly
vulnerable for attack.
"Since 1968, half of the victims of
terrorism have been VS. citizens,"
Bagby said. He attributed most of
the increase in terrorism to the
Soviet Union and said one of the major problems with terrorism is defining it. "The world has not been able
to .sit down and decide what terrorism is," he said.
Bagby pointed out one reason terrorism is popular is because it is
much lees expensive than war. He
said 70 percent of major terrorist activities involve explosives.
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Dr. Half Fretty, an associate professor of government and also a
speaker at the meeting, said most
victims of terrorism are randomly
•elected and helpless.
He suggested one wsy to deal
with terrorism is to listen to the
grievances of the terrorists and try
to deal with them. "I realize,
however, we are not going to be able
to deal with some of their requests,
Fretty said
About 46 people attended the
meeting and Abdukadir Abdi
Hashi, a political science major from
Somalia, East Africa, and president
of the Ciruna club, said round table
discussions similar to the one on terrorism would be held throughout
the semester.
Hashi said the Ciruna Club, which
means the Council of International
Relations and United Nation
Association, is designed to help
students promote s better
understanding on international relations and the organization and objectives of the United States.
"I am interested in international

affairs because I was former
secretary of Somali Embassy,"
Hashi said. "But any student who
has an interest in foreign affairs
would enjoy the club."
Although the Ciruna club
originated at the university in 1969,
its members were not active last
semester because of organizational
problems. Dr. Jsnet Patton,
associate professor of government
and co-adviser of the club, said the
organization waa reactivated this
fall because of increased student
interest.
"Each year. Political Science
496B visits the United Nations in
New York and part of the renewed
interest in the club stemmed from
students on the U.N. trip," Patton
said.
She said although the club only
has nine members, several people
had recently expressed an interest
in joining. "Basically, what the club
does is learn more about international relations," Patton said.
Dues are $2 per year and anyone
interested in joining the Ciruna club
should call Patton. at 622-1027.

Junior Jeff Serber bowls in the Powell Lanes.
exercise all at the same time."
Mensah, who haa returned to the
university for her second degree,
said more students use the facility
in the evening than during the day.
Anna Frederick, a control counter
operator for a Richmond bowling
facility, said although the prices
were higher off campus, they have
a snack counter and sell beer.
"We have leagues st 6:30 p.m and
8:46 p.m., but they don't use all of
the lanes. We usually close after the
leagues finish around 11:30 p.m.,"
Frederick said.
Powell lanes have attempted to
start leagues for the fall semester,
but only a few students have shown
interest and submitted applications.
The last day for applications was
Monday, Sept. 22.
The facility opens for bowling
classes at 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.,
then lanes are available for recreation until midnight.
The university also offers a bowling club that originated during thm

70a. Members of the club represent
the university in bowling tournaments and bowl together socialNeeta Curd, 18, a freshmen accounting student from Corbin, said
she bowls for fun and for a bowling
class. "I come down here about
three times a week," she said. "It's
recreation and it's practice since
I've got the class."
Weevil Grove, 21, s senior from
Corbin, said he uses the pool tables
once a day for about an hour.
"It's a good way to blow off some
time. I 'd rather go downtown, but
I've got a test tomorrow so I'll play
here to keep from drinking," be said.
Grove said at $2 an hour, the
university facilities are cheaper than
most pool-hall rates.
Tournament and standard-size
tables are available in the arcade
next door to the bowling lanes. The
arcade also has 10 videogames, five
pinball machines, two foosbsll
tables and one air hockey game.

Campus clips
Dance auditions held
Spaceforce/Eaatern
Dance
Theatre will hold auditions at 6 p.m.
on Tuesday. Sept. 30 and Thursday,
Oct. 2 in the Weaver Dance Studio
following a abort warm-up class. For
more information, call Virginia
Jinks at the Weaver Dance Studio
at 622-1901.

Manager needed
The university baseball team
needs a manager who can start immediately. For more information,
contact Coach Ward at 622-2128 or
Room 116, Alumni Coliseum.

Study group meets

Piano recital held
David Pocock will perform in a
guest piano recital at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 26, in Brock
Auditorium of the Coatos Administration Building. The recital is
free and open to the public.

Reception held
The Upsilon Chi Chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda will hold a reception
for new members at 7:30 p.m. on
Sept. 30, in the Kennamer room of
the Powell Building. Phi Beta
Lambda is a business organization
open to all majors. For more information, call Julie Baugh at
622-3196.

Returning adults who wish to participate in a study skills support
group are invited to attend the next
meeting at 3:30 p.m., on Thursday,
Sept. 26, in Keith 232. For more in
formation) call Shirley Baechtold. at
622-1620.

Batgirls needed
Applications are beaag accepted
for batgirl positions with the university baseball team for the spring
semester. Applications can be picked up in the Ticket Office of Alumni Coliseum end girls dorms or call
George Dean at 622-6703.

Guys Cuts-$5.00
Gals Cuts-$8.00
'Wolff Tanning Bed'

^\o° s^ East Main St.

623-0096

JACK'S

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANING
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964
• INSURED STORAGE -SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

No-Risk Hair Design
■w

Remember:

• We listen to you first.
• We analyze your hair before we cut. perm or color, using
Redken s scientific system.
• We co-design with you.
• We match you with the best design for your needs.
• We're nearby.
•' We have tanning beds. too.
Why do we call it no-risk hair designing? Because if you don't like it.
you don't pay for it. How can we make such a statement ? Because we 're
confident we can please you - better than any salon, ever before.

16 CHEESE PIZZA
PLUS ONE TOPPING OF YOUR

Special Going On Now.
Call Today 623^567

CHOICE FOR JUST $5.95
Additional toppings available.
No coupon necessary, just ask! But hurry,
this offer is good only through October 5,1986.

Welcome to your
World of Design.

Sorry, no other coupons accepted with this offer.
Offer valid only at:
*MP

»sast

S-.00

fj off
Indies Full Service

623-4567

|

mi
Tea Session
Tanning lockage

623-4567

mxp ±30-S*

Men's Full Service

623-4567

875-7022

931 Louisville Rd
Frankfort

236-0570

$f%.00

t/off

223-2374
125 Rolling Acres
Frankfort

j
|

423 S. Fourth St.
Danville

623-7724
119 S Collins
Richmond

784-8977

123 W Main St.
Morehead

c&fetr
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Arts/Entertainment
Summer work
helps DeSantis
master dance

Gallery
season
planned
By Heather Borkhart
Staff writer
A gold-trimmed Oriental gown
adorned with figures and animal* is
only one of the many works that
should attract crowds to the Giles
Gallery this fall.
Located n the Campbell Building,
the gallery will have shown five
varied exhibits by the semester's
end The current faculty exhibit will
close Oct. 2.
Two of the shows, one of Oriental
art and one of Kentucky-crafted
chairs, will run simultaneously from
Oct. 6-Oct. 30.
Tim Glotzbach, associate professor of art and chairman of the
gallery committee, has arranged to
exhibit 19th century and earlier
Oriental works from the permanent
collection of the J.B. Speed Museum
in Louisville.
"Much of the work that will be
shown in the Oriental exhibit has
not been viewed publicly.'' Glotzbach said. "The pieces were donated
to the Speed Museum by various
persons. The museum is very happy to have the works out of storage
and into circulation."
The pieces to be shown include
small metal containers, woven cloth
and intricately-carved jade and
ivory figurines. Also featured is an
Oriental dress, described by Glotzbach as very ornate.
"It is not an everyday piece of
clothing," Glotzbach said. "The
dress features flowing patterns of
figures and animals surrounded by
swirls of gold."

By Ioness ProbUanald
Staff writer

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Esther Randall's "Seated Figure" is displayed in faculty art show.
A shoe lecture on Oriental art will
be given at 8:30 p.m. Oct. 6 by a
representative from the Speed
Museum. The slide show will be held
in Room 239 in the Campbell
Building.
The concurrent exhibit of the
original chars designed and crafted
by 16 Kentucky artists will be held
in the lower section of the gallery.
"The chairs were not designed to
be functional," Glotzbach said.
"Many of them were designed to be
aesthetic rather than comfortable."
From Nov. 3 to Nov. 26,
figurative paintings and installations by Faith Re veil, a genre
painter from Baltimore, will be
shown. Revell will be at the university on Nov. 3 to give a lecture on
her work and to create a piece of art.
"She will be constructing an installation in the lower gallery,"

Economy Muffler

rwwrw ■■■■■■■■■■

$1995

95

(Fits most cars
and trucks)

Lifetime Brake Special

Mon.-Fn.5-1 1:00
Sat.&Sun.2-l2:00

N>4v7

Introducing The New!!
Tandy 1000 SX

$1199.

MS-DOS/Basic & Deskmate II FREE!!

Per Ax(e

Includes: Lifetime warranty shoes
or pads, reface rotors or drums,
repack wheel bearings on most cars.

TANDY...Better Again

Microprocessor
Ctockspeed (switchable)
Internal Ram
Maximum Ram
Maximum Expansion Board
Two Disk Drives

i

(Some pickups)

Hours:

Base System Price

wishing to submit short stories or
poetry can do so also if the material
has an international focus.
All works should be submitted to
the International Education Office.
The office is located in Room 140 in
the Keith Building.

A deadline for submitted material
has been set for the university's International Magazine. The deadline
for the fall issue will be Oct. 10.
The magazine invites all faculty
and students to submit articles concerning international travel. Those

$99

Off
Pne Came

Features:

Magazine announcesdeadline date

Custom Duals

If Intetur* Golf

Spangler I>. behind
jerry's Restaurant

Glotzbach said. "The painting itself ago by sending mailers to univerwill be moving from the railing to sities and galleries. Interested arthe walls to the floor."
tists send slides of their works to
From Nov. 30 to Dec. 11, can- the university for review by art
^
didates for the bachelor of fine arts faculty members.
Selected artists are invited to subdegree will display ther works. The
graduating seniors are required to mit their works for exhibit in the
exhibit as part of their degree gallery. The art department pays
shipping expenses for the works acrequirements.
cepted in shows and sends promoAccording to Glotzbach, the art tional mailers about each artist to
department began to nationally over 2,000 universities, galleries and
solicit exhibit entries three years local residents.

Showboats are not an ordinary
sight on most rivers in present-day
times. However, on Opryland's
Cumberland River, university senior
Nick DeSantis says that Dixieland
and jazz continue to draw crowds.
DeSantis worked aboard the
General Jackson this past summer.
The General is an old-fashioned
showboat that cruises at the Tennessee theme park near Nashville.
The 20-year-old computer science
major performed aboard the boat
daily. DeSantis said he would get up
at 4:30 am., and depending upon a
rotating schedule, would sometimes
work until 5:30 in the afternoon.
The cast of the showboat would
arrive at the park by &30 a.m. and
rehearse until they boarded the boat
at 7:16. "We had a cast of 12 in my
show, six guys and six girls, and we
worked with a seven-piece band,"
DeSantis said.
"There were times when we performed two shows on each cruise so
all the people could see the show,"
DeSantis said. The crowds often
reached 1,000 people and the theater
only seated 600, he said.
DeSantis heard about the job opportunity here last semester and
went to the cast call in Cincinnati.
Approximately 400 people auditioned for the show, he said.
"I made good money and it was
a great time," DeSantis said.
Rehearsals for the show began
March 17 and lasted for three
weeks.

The show ran through Aug. 17.
During the summer, The
Nashville Network did a salute to
the showboat and featured the entire cast. DeSantis said this was his
first exposure on national television.
DeSantis said he was excited that
a friend from Florida saw the broadcast. "He was sitting there eating
breakfast when he said he saw me,"
he said. "That was really great."
Performing is not new to DeSantis. He became involved in speech
and theater during high school.
His parents approve of his performing, but also encouraged DeSantis to pursue bis degree. "They encourage me as long as I don't choose
it for my main purpose in life," he
said.
DeSantis has worked at theme
parks for the past few summers. "I
was a costumed character and now
I never give costumed characters at
theme parks a hard time," he said.
DeSantis considers himself a
relative newcomer to dance, having
only been involved for about three
years. "Right now dance is pretty
much the excitement," he said.
Currently involved with rehearsals for the show "Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander ", DeSantis
will play the role of Corky
Oberlander.
Due to graduate next May.
DeSantis is still uncertain about the
future, but feels he should give show
business a try before settling into
his major-related work "I think I
will give it a try even though I know
there's a lot of talented people out
there," he said.

exhaust pro
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Captain
D's
a great little seafood place.
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Wilfert
studies
for role

Autumn sights
inspire travels

By Steve Florence
Staff writer
The Ucsta of Broadway hava
become a draam for many and a
reality for vary few. Sally Wilfert
hope* that dream will come true for
her after next year.
Wilfert won the lead role in this
fall's first production, "Lu Ann
Hampton Laverty Oberlander." The
play is scheduled to open Oct. 1.
After graduating next year,
Wilfert, a performing arts major,
plans to move to New York. "I want
to start in the small plays of offBroadway and work my way up,"
she said.
The upcoming play deals with the
life of a small-town girl in west
Texas. "The play is about making
the best of what you have got," said
Jim Morton, director of the play.
Performed in three acts, the play
follows the life of Lu Ann Hampton.
The first act deals with her as a
17-year-old girl.
Once the second act has begun,
the audience will see Wilfert performing as a 27-year-old woman. By
the third act, Wilferfs character will
be 36 years old.
Wilfert describes her character as
a hard-nosed female, coming to
terms with her life.
Wilfert said Lu Ann is similar to
her own personality in some ways.
"She is from a small town like me
and I think I am tough ss nails, yet
naive, too," she said.
"The role is a real challenge, it's
almost like playing three different
characters," Wilfert said. "You
have to concentrate on each act
separately."
After reading the play, Wilfert
decided to Jry out "The play provided opportunities to learn and was
down-to-earth," she said.
The play has only three female
roles and Wilfert said she won the
part she wanted. "I would have
played any of them, but this is the
one I wanted," she said

Progress photo/Rodney Ross

Sally Wilfert and Jeffrey Dill rehearse a scene from "Lu Ann."
Wilfert also said she wanted a
chance to work with Morton. "He's
new to the university and I wanted
the chance to work with a new director," she said.
"I found he's just wonderful, a
breath of fresh air in the department," said Wilfert in reference to
Morton.
The play has 10 characters, three
females and seven males. "We have
all hit it oft" Wilfert said.
"Everyone's character is important and we all have funny lines,"
Wilfert said. "It's a funny play.
"Practices are hard, but always a
fun time," Wilfert said.
Wilfert has also been in other
university productions. She has performed in "The Bartered Bride",
"Tintypes" and "The Tempest."

Two summers ago, Wilfert worked at Darien Lake, an amusement
park in Buffalo. New York.
This past summer, Wilfert sang in
a production of "The Fantastika" at
Northern Kentucky University's
Summer Dinner Theater.
Wilfert has also studied voice in
New York.
Originally from New Richmond,
Ohio, Wilfert said she came to the
university because she would be
able to obtain practical experience.
"My big dream is to become
famous," Wilfert said. "After
graduating, I just want to keep
working, auditioning and learning."
Wilfert stressed the importance of
continued learning in theater. "If I
stifle myself, I would be unhappy
and unsatisfied," she said.

"I just want to start off doing the
best I can," Wilfert said
A back-up plan has been arranged for Wilfert if the New York attempt falls through. She will at that
time, venture to Hollywood.
"I would love to be in a soap
opera." Wilfert said.
Support from bar parents has
helped her through college. Wilfert
said. "In times that I have found
myself down, they always have been
real enthusiastic and encouraging."
Wilfert credits support as being a
major factor to her continued happiness in performing. "My roomie
loves the theater and is 100 percent
supportive," she said. "She listens
to my gripes and helps me remain
optimistic."

$

After traveling over three states in
two days, boy, was I ready to get
back to school. That's right. I final- .
ly saved up enough money for a
road trip.
My weekend travels took me
through Kentucky, Ohio and West
Virginia. However, tbe best part of
the journey was the actual travel.
As autumn is hitting the area, the
roadsides of the interstate* were
spectacular. Tbe rich colors of the
fall season are becoming especially
predominant closer to West
Virginia.
Beautiful sunshine allowed the
sides of the in tor states to glimmer.
Everywhere you would look, thick
fields of goldenrods were swaying in
the breezes.
The whole weekend was perfect.
Could it be the fact that autumn is
my favorite time of the year?
I simply could not understand
why people were sitting indoors for
any part of the weekend. Not a
cloud in the sky and beautiful
70-degree weather.
This time of the year is perfect for
getting out and enjoying the
scenery. For the next few weeks be
prepared to take the travel scene to
the outdoors.
Each year in late September, you
can find a few trees beginning to
change colors. Tbe bright goldenorange and red trees are still heavily accented by rich green timbers.
However, the only disappointing
factor of the fall season can be found
in any shopping mall. Tbe game is
called: "Let's see if we can push
Christmas shopping days back to
Labor Day."
I visited three major malls this
past weekend and was sick of seeing
Christmas
trees
and
decorations.
I was shocked to find all of this
before Halloween had rolled past.
This put a slight damper on my
weekend, but I was able to revive
my optimism.
The end of my weekend took me
to downtown Lexington. Now here
is a place that you can enjoy
without spending much money.

Bits and pieces

Phil Bowling
There really are a lot of things to
do in the area. Many of these attrac
tions have come about with the
swing to revamp the downtown
section.
In the heart of downtown, you
have Triangle Park. Festival
Market. Victorian Square, the
Opera House, The Kentucky
Theater, several nice bars and clean
streets for an evening stroll.
For the romantics, you can take
a horse-drawn carriage ride around
the city. The driver is dressed in proper attire and will escort you on s
late night tour of the downtown
section.
However, if you are short on
funds, you might grab a bite to eat
in Festival Market. The mini-mall
has devoted its third floor to
eateries.
Any cuisine is available from
fresh seafood to basic hamburgers.
A wide variety of alternation al
foods are also available
After you have eaten, a movie can
be seen at the Kentucky Theater.
Each day, different movies are
shown on a rotating schedule causing "To Kill A Mockingbird'' to be
shown right before "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show."
If you still have not had enough,
go for a stroll around the nicer sections of downtown. It is safe and the
stroll does not cost you anything
and you wil be enjoying the nice
weather.
Until next week, this is your
friendly travel host signing off
Drive careful.
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Sports
Colonels, Herd tie 13-13 Blue Raiders
invade Hanger
By MlkeMarsee
Sport- editor
HUNTINGTON, W. V*. - The
Colonels may remember Saturday night's game at Marshall not
for what they did. but for what
they didn't do.
The Colonels came from behind
in the fourth quarter to force a
13-13 tie and shift their record to
10 1 Marshall stands at 2-1-1.
Most importantly, they didn't
win. although they missed a good
chance when Dale Dawson
shanked a 46 yard field goal with
two seconds to play.
But then again, they didn't
lose, despite trailing 13-3 after
three quarters.
As a result, they didn't settle
anything, and few of the 16,176
fans at Fan-field Stadium left
completely satisfied.
The Colonels didn't hold on to
the football, as they committed
four turnovers in the first half to
help Marshall build its edge.
One player who did stand out
was safety Pat Smith, who had
four interceptions to tie a school
record set in 1966 by Buddy
Pfaadt.
"I didn't think they'd throw
much at all," Smith said. "I was
just reading the quarterback and
playing the ball."
He said the interceptions and
the record were secondary to the
game itself. "Those things are
just a bonus," he stated.
The Thundering Herd surprised the Colonel defense on their
first possession by running four
straight plays without a huddle.
Smith said the defense adjusted after a couple of plays.
"You don't know what to expect on the road," he added.
But it was the Colonels who
scored first, on a 42-yard field
goaJ by Dawson.
But they didn't hold that edge.
Marshall came back, scoring two
touchdowns before the half.
In the third quarter, the Col-

Progress ptttto/Uhns NiDiocK

James Crawford rushed for 129 yards and a touchdown at Marshall.
onels consumed 4:48 to move the
hall 58 yards with no result.
Receiver Alvin Mount, who led
the team with five catches for 93
yards, said he felt that drive was
crucial to the Colonels.
"I thought we had to score in
the third quarter to win the
game." Mount said. They didn't.
In the next period, they needed only 1:08 to score on a 5-yard
run by James Crawford. Dawson
then kicked a 52-yard field goal
with 5:04 left to tie the score.
The Colonels started their final
drive at their 11-yard line and
moved 62 yards in 12 plays
before Dawson's missed kick.
Minutes after the game,
Dawson had shrugged the kick

off as a circumstance that
couldn't be helped or changed.
"I've already forgotten about
the game," he said.
According to Coach Roy Kidd,
the game was decided long before
the final field goal attempt.
"We just made too many
mistakes in the first half to win
the football game," he said.
Of the Colonels' four first-half
turnovers, two of them led to
Marshall touchdowns.
The Colonels easily outdistanced the Herd in total yards, but
they didn't seem to get them at
the right times.
Kidd sees the need for improvement on offense before the
Colonels dive into Saturday's

home game against Middle
Tennessee, a game that will open
the Ohio Valley Conference
season.
"We've got to get more consistent on offense," he stated. "We
can't rely on big plays all the
time."
Marshall coach George
Chaump waa upset with his
team's failure to hold the lead.
"When you're ahead 13-3 and
you tie with two turnovers, it's
worse than a loss," Chaump said.
"Everybody kind of looks at it
as a loss," Smith said.
His fourth-quarter interception
that led to the Colonels' only
touchdown saved the team from
that Inns.

Enter now for vacation giveaway!

By Mik.Manee
three weeks into the season.
SporU editor
"It's juat another game to me,"
Fred Harvey is very familiar with he said.
Middle Tennessee.
MTSU is led by sophomore
In 1984, be had a game high 14 quarterback Marvin Collier, the
tackles while the Colonels lost to the 1986 OVC Offensive Player of the
Blue Raiders 22-10.
Year, who has paased for 391 yards
Last year, somewhere in the mid- in three games.
dle of a 28-14 loss at MTSU, Harvey
Collier gets rushing help from
left the game with a knee injury and senior tailback Dwight Stone, who
did not return until the final game has rushed 47 times for 237 yards.
of the season.
The Blue Raiders have scored 67
Now. he will face MTSU one last of their 84 points in the first half.
time aa the Colonels and Blue
"Middle is very explosive on ofRaiders tangle at 1:30 p.m. Satur- fense and has a lot of team speed on
defense," Coach Roy Kidd said.
day at Hanger Field.
Harvey indicated the only "There's no question that we'll have
vengeance he wanta is for the three to play the best game we've played
straight Colonel losses to MTSU. yet to beat them."
"I don't have any personal
"Our defense has got to be
vendetta," he said.
prepared," Harvey added.
For the Colonels, quarterback
The Blue Raiders are 1-2 after
consecutive loasea to Tennessee Mike Whitaker is 23 for-45 with 326
State and Georgia Southern.
yards in two games. Split end Alvin
The Colonels, 1-0-1 after Satur- Blount has caught nine of those
day^ tie game at Marshall, are tied passes for 182 yards.
for 19th in The Sports Network
Tailback J antes Crawford has carDivision I-AA poll.
ried the ball 66 times for 193 yards.
This is the first Ohio Valley ConHarvey leads the team in tackles
ference game for both teams, but it with 13 and assists with 16.
could have a direct bearing on the
"I'm hoping we can fill our
league championship.
stadium this weekend," Kidd said.
Harvey isn't concerned about "It's got all the makings of a great
playing such an important game game."

Eagles win again
Progress staff report
The Morehead State Eagles pulled off another surprising upset
Saturday in their 36-36 comeback
win at Wichita State.
Morehead, now 3-0 and ranked
14th in the Division I-AA poll of
sports information directors, trailed 36-3 at halftime. They scored
with 27 seconds left to close the gap
to 36-34, then scored on a two-point
conversion for the win.
In other Ohio Valley Conference
games. Middle Tennessee lost to

defending nstional champion
Georgia Southern 34-31 at home.
Eastern Michigan handed Akron
its first loss, 24-21. Austin Peay rolled over Kentucky State 24-7,
Tennessee Chattanooga routed Tennessee Tech 33-12 and Youngstown
State was defeated 23-21 at
Northeastern.
In games of other Colonels' opponents. Western Kentucky took a
45-6 shelling at Louisville and Central Florida won 10-7 ovef ValdosU
State.

Win a Trip to
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Spikers
capture
tourney

Colonels post
weekend wins

By Debbie Taylor
Staff writ*

They needed a five-game match
lasting three hours, but the Colonela
rallied to defeat Bowling Green in
the final match and win the Colonel
Invitational last weekend at Weaver
Gymnasium,
Bowling Green won the first two
games of the match, 16-1, 16-11
before the Colonels recovered to win
the next three games, 19-17, 16-9,
16-6.
In the third game, seniors Cindy
Thomson and Sarah Ewy served
three points each during the Colonels' comeback,
They were able to hold the
Falcons at 14 points while they built
momentum and whittled away at
the lead.
Coach Geri Polvino said that
momentum was caused by a combination of crowd support and team
and psychological efforts.
"We kept performing miracles,"
she said.
The Colonels held an 18-17 lead
when Patty Kantz served the eventual 19th point and Mary Granger
"put it away" in Bowling Green

Krogress pnoto/iom renegor

Deb Winkler puts the ball down against Xavier in the Colonel Invitational.
territory.
The road to that championship
game was not a short one. On Friday, the Colonels and the other five
schools played two matches each in
pool play to determine seeding* for
Saturday's tournament round.
They won their first match,
defeating Xavier 15-10, 10-16,16-7,
16-7.
However, they were defeated Friday night by Bowling Green in a
three-game sweep.

Runners fall at UK
By MikeMarsee
Sports editor
The university's cross country
team waded into a wave of stiff competition Saturday at the UK Cross
Country Invitational, with results
that were less than Coach Rick Erd
inann hoped for.
The women's team placed seventh
in the 10-team field, while the men
finished 17th out of 18 teams in the
meet held at the Kentucky Horse
Park.
The teams now look to Friday's
dual meet at Cincinnati The women
will also compete in the Tennessee
Invitational Saturday at Knoxville.
In the women's 6,000-meter race,
Allison Kotouch was the top Colonel
runner with a time of 19:07. She
finished 14th over all.
Pam RagMn finished 39th, Chris
Snow wss 47th, Tama Clare was
48th and Angle Cheek placed 60th.
"To put it bluntly, we didn't run
very well," Erdmann said.
As a team, the Colonels finished

with 146 points. Kentucky's women
won the meet with 33 points.
In the men's 8,000-meter event,
Orssie Bumpus finished above all
other Colonels, but he was a distant
62nd overall.
Jimmy Vandenberg, the next
highest university runner, placed
96th. No other Colonels were among
the top 100 runners.
The Colonels netted 436 points for
the 17th-place finish. Indiana posted
just 70 points to win the meet.
Erdmann had few worcs to
describe the performance of the two
teams.
"We were just really disappointed
in their competitiveness," he said
•• •
The women's team has been picked among the top 20 women's cross
country teams in the South by Inside Track magazine.
The Colonels, winners of four consecutive conference titles, were
ranked ninth in the magazine's
regional poll.

Saturday's first match put the
Colonels against Tennessee Tech. a
team they had beaten in the finals
of last year's Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
The Golden Kaglettes held the
Colonels in check in game two, but
the Colonels prevailed 16-1, 13-16,
17-16, 16-14.
They then faced Cincinnati and
defeated the Bearcats 16-12, 16-11.
16-10 to advance into the championship match.
Ewy said the team finally came
together against Cincinnati.
"Everything started clicking in this
match," she said.
But in the final match. Bowling
Green nearly disconnected the Colonel machine.
Cathy Brett was named as the
tournament's most valuable player.
She joined Deb Winkler on the alltournament team.
"Deb Winkler did a tremendous
job of holding the team together,
and Cathy did an outstanding job of
quarter backing the team." Polvino
said.
"I was surprised I made the alltournament team," Winkler said "I
guess I started putting the ball
down pretty good."
Polvino said one of the keys to the
team's success was the lineup
change that saw Thomson move to
middle blocker, Ewy moved to the
left side and Patty Kantz inserted

Tandy on Campus at

TAYLOR'S SPORTING
GOODS
NIKE CONVENTION
HI-S36.95

September 30 & October 1

Big Nike HI-S47.95
Air Jordan HI-S52.95
Air Force HI-$62.95

20% Discount For All
Students, Faculty &
Employees
offer good only

also scored over the I
the Colonels' only goal at Miami.
"She's playing realy wsO for s
freshman," Harvel said
She added a slow field and a sluggish team combined for a "slowpaced " game at Miami.
"We played a lot of defense. We
just couldn't go to the ball Harvel
stated.
She said goalkeeper Jill Pearce
performed well in allowing only one
goal in three games, particularly in
Tuesday's game against a tough
Redskins attack.
"She has been vary aggrsawve in
her style of play." Harvel said of
Pearce.
In addition. Tammy Vrooman has
moved into a starting position on
the forward line.
A game scheduled with Berea College for Oct. 16 has been rescheduled and now is the Colonels' home

Baseball clinic planned

fice has tickets available for the Colonels' October road games.
The Colonels play at Western
Kentucky at 2 p.m. Oct. 4 and at
Murray State at 2:80 p.m. Oct. 11.
Tickets for both games are $6 and
are on sale at 126 Alumni Coliseum,
along with tickets for the team's
November road games

The baseball team's annual clinic
for children agea 9-16 will be held at
9:30 a.m. Saturday at Turkey
Hughes Field
The free clinic will offer instruction in all areas of the game. At
11:30, university baseball players
will stage a home run hitting
contest.
Ward, his graduate assistants and
the players will serve as instructors.
There is no pre-registration.
Players should bring their own bats
and gloves.
All participants will be given free
admission to the Saturday afternoon football game at Hanger Field

The Colonels face the Mountaineers at 4:30 p.m. Monday at
Hood Field

Clips requested

Anyone wishing to submit items
to "Sportlighta" may do so by calling Mike Marsee at 622-1882 or
bringing a typed copy of the item to
the Piogisss office in 117 Donovan
Annex. The weekly ttaarlHtia for this
section is 6 p.m. Mondays.
Items must relate to universitysponsored sports. All other items
Tickets on sale
should be referred to "Campus
The university's athletic ticket of- Clips,"
BoODv Johntor t

SPECIALS

'COMING SOON!

into the lineup on the right side.
The changes were necessary due
to the absence of Angie Boylrins,
who is out of action with torn cartilage in her knee through at least
this weekend.
Ewy complimented freshman
Kantz on her play. "It's tough starting as a freshman but she handled
it well," she said.
"She did s great job," Polvino
said. "There's a lot of difference in
high school and college ball. There's
a difference in power and it's
sometimes hard to adjust to."
Polvino also credited assistants
Linda Dawson and Stu Sherman
with the team's ability to last
through five matches in two days.
"I attribute the endurance of the
team to the training," she said.'
"The team is more than just the
girls. It's the staff, too, that makes
the organization."
The Colonels travel to Akron this
weekend for the first OVC North
Classic, where they face division
rivals Akron, Morehead State and
Youngstown State.
"We must play calm and confident," Polvino said. "It impressed
me last weekend how we took
charge. We'll have to do it again."
The Colonels also travel to Cincinnati for a Monday night match with
the Bearcats The team then returns
home to face Texas Oct. 2 at Weaver
Gymnasium.

By Mike Marsee
SporU editor
The university's field hockey
team returned from another road
trip with another pair of victories
under its belt.
Shutout wins over Davidson College and High Point College at
Charlotte. N.C.. pushed the Colonels' record to 4-0.
They added a tie to that record
Tuesday whan they battled Miami
(Ohio) to a 1-1 deadlock.
The Colonela first defeated host
Davidson 6-0, than knocked off
High Point, an NCAA Division III
school, 7-0 later in the day.
"The teams were really overmatched," Coach Lynne Harvel said.
"We were pretty much playing attack "
Karen Tatum scored a pair of
goals for the Colonels against
Davidson. She came back against
High Point with four goals, giving
her half of the team's total scoring
in the two games.
Freshman Heather Shockey, who

Family Billiard Center

Open late
until 4 a.m.

RUSSELL SWEATS
CrewNeck-$ll.95
Hooded-$l4.95
Pants-$ll.95
Assorted Colors
GREEK LETTERING
Iron or Sew-On
Trophies & Plaques

Souf Kintfftfty L*ne) R crimo-a

(606) 624-2061
Hours
Mon - Sat 11 a m
-Ladies Welcome
•Comfortable atmosphere
• Best equipment in this area
•Jukebox-Videos-Pmballs
• Private and Group Lessons
•Cue Stick Sales and Repairs
• Leagues and Tournaments
with trophies and prize money
•Good Food
-5oz tresh. all meat hamburgers
-fresh cut fries
-hnmpmade Chili

thru Robert D. Weaver
Senior MarketJnc Representative

TANDY...Better Again

SHOPPING CENTER

TRY0VR
SEAFOOD SALADS.

I

i

Cathy Acquaviva
Freda Anderson
*
Michele Archer
Susan Benge
Joanna Chirichigno
Paula Cook
Sharon Davis
Kim Demling
Jill Drury
Julie Faddis
Lynda Freeman
Dina Greenwell
Angela Griffin
Kristi Hager
Michelle Hardman
Veronica Hensley

i

i

Cindy Lindon
Kim McCoy
Kelly Regan
Sharon Roark
Christi Rogers
Alice Sparks
Angela Stacy
Robin Wickline

R

I
i
i

yXd?

r ■*'"•'.( a*

Z/d-f.

h*
HiMl
YOU'LL BE HOOKED!
Mill

Subway reaches new depths of fresh with succulent seafood
salads—all made to order with garden fresh vegetables. Choose
from TUNA, OR SEAFOOD AND CRAB. And Subway tops it all
off with your choice of free "fixin s" like olives, pickles,
tomatoes, onions, peppers, lettuce and dressings. Once
vou fry a Subway Seafood Salad- vou 'II be hooked!

KayAes pledges ans^^L

200 S.
Second St.

L^t^ MfiKtfU*

•suBwuiflV"
Sandwiches ft Salads

With style
and Jlair . .

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. William Reynolds
•COMPLETE EYE CARE*
•DOWNTOWN"
228 West Main St.
Richmond. Ky.
6233358

624-9241

Let Professionals Care for You
Mon.

■I

Sat. 830 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Mi
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Trainer
serves
athletes
By Steve Florence
Staff writer
As ■ new assistant trainer at the
university, Eva Clifton is combining
three full-time jobs: trainer, teacher
and mother.
Originally from Oregon. Clifton
became interested in athletic training at Mount Hood Community
College.
She graduated from the athletic
training program at Oregon State
University in 1982. Clifton was certified that year as a trainer by the
National
Athletic Training
Association.
Later that same year, she moved
to Kentucky, where she worked for
a physical therapist in Lexington
and attended Georgetown College
part time.
The next year saw her come to the
university for the first time as a
graduate assistant. She also earned
a master's degree in school health
programs from the university.
After two years at Berea College
aa a teacher-trainer, Clifton arrived
back at the university this year in
her current position.
"I liked the university even before

Kentucky sweeps
Colonel sluggers
■"'■"^••Progrese staff report
The university's baseball team
lost a doubleheader Sunday at Kentucky. The Wildcats won by scores
of 19-3 and 7-3.
"Our basic problem was our pitchers' wildness." Coach Jim Ward
said. Colonel pitchers allowed 18
walks in the two games.
In the second game, the Colonels
led 3-2 when starting pitcher Rusty Clark left the game. He was
scheduled to pitch only three
innings.
The Colonels are now 1-3 in the
fall season. They play a
doubleheader Friday at Campbellsville. They host West Virginia
State at 1 p.m. Sunday for a
doubleheader.

Trip features
dogs, stadium

Eva Clifton works with an athlete in the Weaver training room.
this year." ahe said. "It is about the
"You just have to establish a ly female in the department with a
only school that is SO percent working relationship with the child."
athletics and 60 percent academics. athlete and look at it as trainer to
Clifton is teaching three classes
I looked at some of the other schools athlete and not as female to male or this semester dealing with prevenin the state and most don't have vice-versa," she stated.
tion of athletic injuries and first aid.
that 50-60 ratio."
Clifton also must find time in her
Her husband, Dennis, is a
"The university also offered schedule to take care of her member of the faculty in the College
tenure in track. That helped attract 16-month-old son, Casey.
of Pharmacy at Kentucky.
me here, too," she added.
"You have to learn to share time
The Cliftons reside between their
Clifton's primary duties are with between motherhood and a career,
places of work, just across the Kenwomen's athletics and the Weaver she said. "I .. . believe I'm the on- tucky River in Fayette County.
Building training room. Currently,
she is working primarily with tennis, field hockey and volleyball
athletes while their sports are in
season.
Progress staff report
the overall leaders.
The university's golf team openAnother of her duties is to assign
Bruce Oldendick was second with
student trainers to various sports ed its fall season last weekend with 226, followed by Steve Smitha, 226.
and to one of the three campus a third-place finish at the Murray Pat Bennett. 230 and Mike Crowe,
training rooms.
State Invitational last weekend in 236.
"I coordinate who is where and at western Kentucky.
This weekend, the team travels to
what times," she said
The Colonels finished behind Ken- Augusta, Ga., to play in the Forest
She also helps in night treatments tucky, which won the tournament, Hills Collegiate Invitational, which
at Weaver. "These treatments can and second-place Memphis State.
begins Saturday.
involve just about any athlete on
The team's final round score of
The two-day tournament will
the campus," she said.
292 equaled the lowest round of the feature several schools from the
Clifton said her sex is not a fac- tournament for any team.
Atlantic Coast Conference and the
tor in working with male athletes.
"The team played exceptionally Southeastern Conference, as well as
"I have no problems with women well," Coach Lew Smither said.
several other teams from the South.
taking care of men or men taking
"I am very pleased with our pro"It is the second of the Colonels'
care of women." she said. We have gress." he added. "The high finish four scheduled fall tournaments.
male student trainers here who are was really outstanding for us and
"I believe we stand a good chance
taking care of women."
our program."
to win," Smither said. "There is
"That is the only type of environThe leading Colonel golfer was always a quality field with strong
ment I have ever been in." she junior John Diana, who shot 220 for players, but I think we will play
added.
the weekend just one stroke behind very well."

Team places third

EKU FILM SERIES
622-3855
Ferrell Room. Combs Building
Thr UnMfMy Film Sm ■ ipontortd K Iht UnMrtity Ctntoi Board md
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indOrgiman «ilm«mbtrto<int
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Out in left field

Mike Marsee
stop cold.
Horses don't chase anything except the horses ahead of them. Are
dogs that dense?
Later the same day, I traveled to
the Fenway Park of football
stadiums. Marshall's Fairfield
Stadium in Huntington.
The place must have been state of
the art when it was built in 1928,
but its best days are gone.
The field sits below ground level
and is surrounded by four big palegreen walls. Fences with rolled barbed wire circle the grounds. The place
looked like my image of a World
War II prison camp.
Two years ago. one grandstand
was leveled because it was in danger
of collapsing. Bleachers were
erected on one side of the field
without concession stands or rest
rooms.
The men's rest room now consists
of five portable toilets called
"Johnny-on-the-Spot." I'm serious.
Oh. yes. They played a football
game there, too.
• • •
What's happening in Morehead?
After Morehead State's big comeback against Wichita State, the
Eagles are giving the impression
that there's football in them thar'
hills of Morehead.
At 3-0, the Eagles are turning a
lot of heads. They also earned their
first-ever ranking in the Division IAA polls.
Why, they were actually ranked
ninth in the national poll of athletic
directors. Imagine that.
Colonel observers have to be concerned with losing to Morehead for
the first time since 1971. but that's
a long way down the road. Talk to
me in November.
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There is nothing quite so
mysterious as a roadtrip to a place
you have never been before.
Such was the case last weekend
when I made my first-ever trip to
the Ashland area and the state of
West Virginia
Ashland is a nice, polite Kentucky
town that is home to two businesses
so strange they are worth mentioning here.
For example, there is a chain of
older restaurants in the area that
advertises a product called the
Smashburger.
I have no clue as to what a
Smashburger is, but several bizzare
images filled my head at the time.
There is also a store called
Harvey's Auto Parts and Things,
where I resisted the temptation to
walk in and say, "Give me a set of
spark plugs, a quart of oil and three
of those things." Call me twisted.
The sports-related portion of the
trip came when I ventured into
West Virginia
First, there was a visit to TriState Greyhound Park near
Charleston for an afternoon at the
dog races.
I have seen horse racing here in
Kentucky, but the dog races are an
entirely different situation.
The only real similarity in the two
types of racing is the system of pan
mutuel wagering.
There are all the betting gimmicks
found at horse tracks, such as daily
doubles, qusiielas and trifectas.
There are 13 races on a card, and
the track is settled between several
beautiful West Virginia hills.
But think about it for a minute,
folks. We're talking about dogs
here. Not horses, just dogs.
I happen to like dogs, but I can
go home and see two dogs racing
down the road free of charge.
It seems to me that dogs are far
too unpredictable for sensible
humans to spend their good
American dollars predicting which
one is faster.
And another thing. Why do these
dogs need the temptation of the
mechanical rabbit to get them moving. As soon as the critter disappears at the end of the race, the dogs
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Support Eastern's Colonels to a Victory
against their #1 Conference Rival.
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Meet at Meditation Chapel Plaza
Tonight at 7:30 to walk to
Bon-Fire/Pep Rally/Dance,
Football Players, Cheerleaders, etc.

Come Out & Support The Colonels!

A MATTER OF PRIDE
(Dance to be held immediately following Pep Rally at the
Concession Stand Level of the Begley Building
regardless of weather.)
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